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TUESDAY EVENING. SEPTEMBER 3. 1907.
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AND THEN
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NOW

SEEKS JAPAN WILL
DEPORT

New Union to be Urged If They Will Not be Allowed to
Congress Wltholds StateWork on Railway In
hood at Coming
Flowery
Session.
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List of Notable Orators Today In- His Companion Attempted to Drag
Him From Path of Oncoming
cludes Many of World's Fore
Racer and Was Himself
most Authorities on Great
Badly
Work of Reclamation.
Ends Racing.
Large Attendance.

It

ss

vice.

Fairbanks'
of Vice President
Fairbanks at last night's session was
i.

The address

INJURED

INJURED

BYJROLLEY

Heavy Excursion Train Piled
Up When Derailed
CAR
on a Curve.

New York. Sept. 3. Mrs. Cleo F.
Colt, wife of Olcoll Colt, formerly of
Hartford. Conn., was probably fatal
ly Injured early today in a collision

a

wagon In
between the runabout
which the Colts were tiding, and a
on
trolley car
Sixth avenue. Mr. Colt
was badly bruised. Colt is a son of
the late urms manufacturer.
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Scared.

Washington, D. C, Sept. 3. PresiToklo. Japan, Sept. 3. The Chident Roosevelt's action in announcnese coolies who were Imported in
ing that, so far as the "national ad- connection
with the construction of
ministration Is concerned, there is the Kagoshlma
and Higo railway
no intention of further Insisting upon have
been
dismissed
and it Is likely
Joint statehood for New Mexico and that they will be returned
to China
Arizona, was a direct result of the at the epense of the
contractors who
observations of James Oartleld, sec- brought the mto Japan.
The
retary of the Interior, while on his people probably overlooked railway
the law
southwestern trip. Arizona will now before
importing them and failed to
try to be joined to Nevada.
receive
official
sanction
It appears that some of the very mission to Japan in the for their adcircumstangood friends of the president talked ces.
with him a few months ago, since the
Trouble
in Canada.
result of the vote on acceptance of
Yokohama,
Japan,
Sept. 3. A
Joint statehood has been known, as- fresh
agiof
outburst
suring him that he made a grave tation In British the
is expectmistake In supposing that it would be ed on the arrivalColumbia
Vancouver of
best for the people of the territories the Canadian Pacificatsteamship
to accept Joint statehood.
now en route across the PaNow
Coming.
cific carrying 800 Sikhs, 1,100 ChiThe president had been told that nese and a few Japanese.
It was the great corporations who
The ship's officers, before sailing,
sought to escape the Increased taxa- expressed the opinion that they would
tion of statehood, who were behind not be .permitted to land these Asiathe movement. Now the president tics, in view of the present temper
has heard from Mr. Garfield that this of the Britishers on the Pacific coast,
la not the real condition
that the but they declared it was impossible
people generally oppose Joint state- to refuse them passage, and there la
hood.
He has been told that If the no law compelling ship owners to
congress
of the United
States, bear the exiense of deportation.
through
disappointment
over the
Hitter Feeling.
failure to bring about Joint statehood,
The bitterness of the
shows a disposition to withhold state- feeling in Vancouver, Winnipeg and
hood honors for Arjiona,
entirely other points in British possession is
new and novel .proposals .. will . be now attracting, the attention
( th
tuade. This Is nothing short of a Japanese press and overshaiowing
union of Nevada and Arizona into the San Francisco situation.
one state. The measure will be ofAmong the. passengers on "the
fered by representatives of the very steamship Korea for San Francisco
people who have opposed the New are seven Japanese engineers whoss
Mexico-Arizon- a
joint statehood.
ostensible purpose Is to study conditions in America.
Objcvt to Natives.
Mtuuiiu Soared.
The Arizona people told Mr. Onr-fiel- d
Peking. China.-Seu3.
With tha
that almost any fats would be arrival
of Yuan Shi Kal. commander
more acceptable to them than that in
or
cnief
the Chinese forces, there
of being united with New Mexico began
In the summer palace today
and the natives, who inhabit that an
unusual
of deliberations con.
series
territory and who are said to be not cerning
the condition of the empire.
In sympathy with American instituDowager
The
Empress
has assembltions. The Arizona people say that ed
her most important and influential
In proposing to be united with NeIncluding
advisers.
Viceroy
Chang
vada they are willing to accept the Chi Tung,
who came on a pilgrimage
constitution under ,...
the same
condi
,
from
Hankow,
.
..
I
i
surrounded with sec- I...
tlniid aa
b found in ArizonfL and Vpvnila nr. '
lr'
1118 lmPer'a' family believes and the
ceptlng such Jointure.
The report of Mr. Garfield, while ??r.nn?n fear8 tnat ,tne Chinese
the Man"
largely the basis of the announce- , Ur'n. 'J"!,eat1l,n
"
is ui man- ment and changed attitude ui the
"
he devious devices
.orIKLn- - .1A"
is not
admlnistratlon,
alone the
ren
the
prompting cause of the adminlstra- LV'l1thron between
Chinese
lion's change of front. It seems that !, ?tln
some of the federal appointees of the fld Manchus having failed, the
"
M"es me amaiga- administration, taking their cue from matton
T
two races, and this
the presidents attitude in the pat, purpose ortea
tne
recently to
throne
have conducted a propaganda
in
for suggestions from the memorfavor of Joint statehood. They were call
ialists.
These came In and a course
seemingly warranted in this by a let- of
action is to be promulgated.
ter which the president wrote t
The
four
main points are: First,
In
Arizona
the course of which he the dlstbandment
of the army, the
said:
abolition
of their pensions and the
"My earnest hope Is that the peosubmission
of
officers Into the
their
ple of the territory of Arizona will
regular army; Becond, the daughters
decide to enter the union as a part of
Chinese of the upper classes will
of the great state of Arizona. I feel
be eligible to marry Into the imperthat for them to now refuse to come ial
family, and this promises a fuInto the union as states would be at
the best, mere folly. They condemn ture Chinese Manchu emperor; third,
females
prevented to bind up their
themselves to an indefinite continu- feet
and thus remedy the appearance of tutelage."
ance between Chinese and Manchu
women.
I'KISCO IMMCTMKNTS
Japan's attitude towards China is
rpov
auk r.ssi:i
unceasing cause of worry
San Francisco, Sept. 3. A motion another
the Manchus, who feel cermade by attorneys representing Pat- among
tain
that at the first opportunity
rick Calhoun, Thoruwell Mullallv,
Tirey I. Ford. William Abbott, K. K. their Island neighbors will make an
on the imperial city, whose
attempt
Schmltz, Abraham
Huef,
Frank
are already closely watched
brum, Kttgene leSabla. John Martin ffates
to
prevent
any posslblo entrance of
ami Louis Class, to set aside, dismiss plotters against
the
reigning dynasty.
and quash the various bribery Indictments against them, was today
Policeman Sltut by Prisoner.
denied by Superior Judge Lawier.
San Francisco, Cal., Sept. 3. Policeman Kdward McCartney was
and Instantly killed at 2:30 shot
this
morning at the corner of 22nd and
Harrison streets by a prisoner he
had under anrest. Officer Peter Mitchell and the dead officer had arrested two men for burglary and as Officer McCartney was about to cull
the police station by phone, one of
the prisoners shot him. Hoth escaped and there Is no clue to their iden- -
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Taking of Testimony of New Well Known Cold Producer Elected Vice. President of
York Witnesses Begins
National Association of
Near Magdalena Brings
Thursday.
Big Price.
State Boards.
15

MOST IMPORTANT
PRESENT CAPACITY
CASE IN MANY YEARS
WILL BE THR1BLED

New York. Sept. 3. An Important
legal proceeding, which will have a
far reaching result, was called at
the federal building today. The case
Is a suit in equity brought by the
government in St. Louis against the
Standard Oil company by which the
government seeks to dissolve the
Standard Oil company of New Jersey
and enjoin It from receiving rebates
and discrimination in rates.
Former Judge Franklin
Ferrlss,
appointed by the United States cirtitiuis,
cuit court of St.
will sit
master to hear the testimony. Frank
B. Kellogg, of St. Paul, has been appointed deputy attorney general for
the purpose of conducting the examination of witnesses.
Buttle Royal- A battle royal Is expected as the
proceedings Involve the very life of
the Standard Oil company.
The suit, while started before the
en dof the now famous case for rebating in Chicago In which Judge
Landls fined the Standard oil company of Indiana, $29. 240, 000, Is in
reality the outgrowth of that ra.-e- .
Because of the absence of material
witnesses at the morning suasion,
tile taking of testimony was adjourned until Thursday.
u-- i
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SELECTED ALMOST
3Y UNANIMOUS VOTE

Magdaena, N. M Sept. 3. (Sc-tiaL. R. Babcock, proprietor of
the largest general
merchandise
store at Kelly, N. M., and one of the
largest holders of mining stock in
this district, last week purchased the
Kosedale gold mines from W. H.
Martin. The consideration was between 3200,000 and $300,000.
The sale Includes several stamp
mills on the ground and all the surface appurtenances of the property.
Mr. Babcock has signified his
of thribllng the capacity of
the winking facilities of the property, and machinery for the purpose
has been ordered. The mine Is one
of the oldest established gold properties In New Mexico, but has been
worked at a disadvantage because of
its location. Rosedale Is about forty
miles south of Magdalena and thirty
miles west of San Marcial. Ore sufficient to run three years Is blocked
out and ready to be brought to the
surface.
J)
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The flood was or.e of the
worst In the world's history ami
period of existence,
h
with
consequent
famine
4 made tl all the Worse, it is now
believe. I that the Japanese
Is able to cope with the
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General

Pleasant Porter, the noted chief of
tne t'reek Indian nation, died this

morning following a stroke of paralysis, age 66 years.
Second Chief
Moty Tiger will succeed him a. chief
of toe nation.
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Cleveland, Ohio, Sept. 3. John J.
Will Make
Phillips, a prominent coal operator,
was shot by a burglar at his home
on Mount Union street last
an Extended Tour.
night,
and he died a few hours later. Phillips upon hearing someone moving
about the house, arose and turned
Washington, D. C, Sept. 3. Interon the lights. At the same moment state Commerce C'UnniisMioiier
F. K.
a revolver shot rang out and he fell l.aiie will leave Wtwhington tomormortally wounded. The burglar es- row for a protracted tour of the west,
caped.
w hich Is likely to bear important results,
in addition to looking into
the matter of how thoroughly certain
GREAT LOSS OE
big railroad systems have been living up to the
provisions
of the rate law, Mr. lai,e will devote
ohoit-an- e
to
particular
car
the
attention
LIFE IN FLOODS
situation with a view to preventing a recurrence of the deplorable
conditions of last winter.
Mr. Irene's visit will Include prac
Tokio, Japan, Sept.
tically eveiy part of the west and!
3. The
following is the official state-- 4
he intends, as far as possible, to visit
every city of importance, in ills quest
niei:t of the loss of .fe UMj
damage caused by the recent
information regarding the actions
f'r
tloods: Killed 34S; injured 7o;
of the railroads,
their manner of
missing 173; buildings destroy.
handling freight, whether rebuting Is
1.337;
ed
partially destroyed
done or not. and also whether there
1,376; washed away 3.143; Moort- is (lis. rinnna'.iciii as to shippers. This
ed 173. 33!; embankments brok- latter feature will take in the coal
en l,5io; bridges washed away
currying roads.
aiitl-relia-

OF RIOT

San Francisco. Cal.. Sept. 3. John
Peterson, a member of the structural
Iron workers union, who was shot
yesterday during the rioting on Market street, died this morning. Motor-ma- n
F. J. Duhrsen. who shot Peterson, is under arrest but claims self
defense.

ALL RAILROADS

0FWEST

lis long

New York, Sept. 3. Major Bernard
Ruppe, of Albuquerque, N. M., president of the New Mexico state board
of pharmacy, was today elected almost unanimously as vice president of
the national
association
of atato
boards of pharmacy, which organization la in session here with menubera
front every state in attendance.
Major Huppe, who Is a major in
guards,
the New Mexico
national
came to New York from Camp Perry,
Ohio, where he went with the New
Mexico rifle team to participate in
He made
the national competition.
an excellent record there, and then
came to this city, where he was honored by recognition from the national association
of state
boards of
pharmacists, which includes many of
pharmacists
the best
in the country.
Major Ruppe is a son of the late
Dr. Ruppe of New York. He is a
leading pharmacist of Albuquerque, a
prominent member of the state board
of pharmacists, and a menrber of the
house in the last legislature of the
territory.
VICTIM

ENGINEER ATTEMPTING
COAL OPERATOR IS
TO MAKE UP TIME

OrangevUle, Ont., Sept. 3. A Ca
nadian Pacific railway special, carrying over 3UU passengers, bound for
the Toronto exhibition, was wrecked
PERAITA IS
this morning at Horseshoe Falls, six
people were killed and over yrt) In
jured.
RELEASED ON BOND
The train left OrangevUle at 9:15
one hour late, and the
locomotive
jumped the trark going down
the
or
grade
tne
curve
Horseshoe
of Cal- S
mto X. M., Sept. 3 (Si'- clon mountain.
cars
Five
crowded
iul) Mrs. Luis Peraita. who
plied up on top of the locomotive.
has been in jail here for some
All tne cars were jammed together
a
killing
charge of
time under
in the tierce shock. Not less than .too
a
Jesus i'adlila,
were in the cars that were
boy, ut her home in San An- leraiied and at least ITiD of these
tonito, u small village south of
were injured, many fatally, and six
here, was rrleuscd I il.iy on a 4 Were killed outliirht.
bond !' JlO.Hoo, slgne.l lv A.
It is said that the engineer was
II. Hilton. J. 11. Alhur and M ix
trying to make up time and took the
Monloya. the first two
being 4 curve at high
speed.
merchants of Son Antonio and
the latter a wealthy resident of '
the county. Plenty of bond was
forthcoming for the woman as 4 ALBUQUERQUEANS
the people generally approved
her action.
4
She shot young Pndilli one
AT
night after repeated
warnings,
when she found him with other
hoys In her yard, tapping at her 4
daughter's window. A cousin of
Sacramento, Cal., Sept. 3.
.
S.
this boy had threatened to harm 4 Sti'Ukler and Nelson It. Swan, appointed by the Commercial club to
the girl, an Mr-- . Peralta lire,!
nl Pddill.i believing hliu to lie . represent AlhuiUeniUe at Hie nationthe man who had threatened
al irrigat! n congress, reached Sanu-ment- o
her (1 lushter. , She
has since 4
last evening and will attend
been in tlie county Jul. Imt hi r
the sessions of that body. Mr. Strick-le- r
a
W).
by
recently
bond
4
will not regain until the adjournflxJ
means of a habeas corpus pro- ment of the convention
of
teejlng and she U now at lib- - 4 private business but Mr. because
Swan will
rlv until her. ti i ll.
probably remain until the end of thd
1
r
(
1
convention.

5- -

W

antl-Aslat- lc

'

one of the best of the opening sessions and It was heard by a great
crowd which filled the hall to overflowing.
The vice president was in
happy humor and he expressed his
great interest in irrigation and reclamation work with a vigor which
proved his earnestness.
FATALLY

Commonwealth.

ed.

250

171

,

Felker's machine left the track at
a tangent, hurling the driver into a
post. The accident was due to the
giving away of a tire.

SIX DEAD,

I

En-rou-

Denver, Colo., Sept. 3. W. B. Fel
ker and E. V. Dasey were thrown
from their cars In a fi.fty mile endurance race at Overland park yesterday
afternoon and almost instantly kill-

Dasey was riding with Phil Kirk,
a Chicago driver. The hind tire of
Kirk's machine slipped oft on a turn
and both men were thrown
out.
Dasey was hurt and Kirk was trying
to drag him from the track when
another car rounded the curve and
run
over Dasev throwing
Kirk
against the fence.
Dasey was instantly killed.
The catastrophe will probably end
automoDiie racing in Denver as G.
A. Wahlgren, secretary of the association, says it will be the last.
Thousand WUnc-Accident.
The accident
was witnessed by
thousands of people who went to
Overland because of the holiday program, which Included the fifty mile
automobile race. From
tho start
the race was of the swiftest and the
drivers were using their hardest endeavors to win. when the two accidents occurred, almost simultaneously.
Felker was killed at the turn
near the Judge's Btand and a moment
later the accident to Dasey occurred
at a point a half mile distant. The
latter accident was witnessed by the
throngs which were crowding the
rail, and they shouted a warning to
the oncoming car, which was not
heard by the chauffeur, who steered
directly into the pair of struggling
men.
Kirk was farthest from the oncoming car and his body was not hit
by the car, but by Dasey's body,
against
which was thrown
Kirk,
hurling the latter to the fence, where
up,
was
picked
he
suffering from
serious injuries.
Ivesligatlon In Progress.
An investigation of the two deaths
Is in progress todav and the coroner
expects to probe the matter to the
bottom to determine
If possible
whether there
has been criminal
negligence on the part of any one
concerned In either the racing or the
management.
It Is probable that some arrests
may be made, but hardly likely that
anyone will be held, as the dead men
entered the race voluntarily, know
Ing the perils.

LABOR

People Who Opposed Recent Bill Two Thousand Orientals Now
Uniting Two Territories Will
for That Country. May
Present New Proposal For
Be Cause of Trouble-Man-c- hu
Union With Adjoining
Dynasty Is Badly

Hurt-Accid- ent

Kacrarnento, Cal., Sept. 3. This
was irrigation and conservation day
at the national irrigation congress
and there vras a large attendance or
delegates' when the morning session
was called to order by Governor
10
shortly
before
Chamberlain
o'clock. The congress agreed that
a
to
be
all resolutions shall
referred
by title
committee on resolutions
only. As a result the debate at the
outset will be shut off.
A letter from, Secretary Garfield of
tho Interior department was read re
gretting his inability to attend
th
congress.
U. S. Senator Newlands, of Nevada, a member of the inlatvl waterways commission,
was introduced
after the opening of the convention
and he received a warm welcome.
He delivered an interesting address
on the subject with which the inland
waterways commission deals.
Probably no other man who ad
will receive
dresses the convention
the applause that was bestowed upon
Senator Newlands during his address.
Plnchot hitcnk-t- .
Qifford Plnchot. United States for
ester, spoke this afternoon on "Con
servation of Resources," his add-eshowing the great familiarity of Mr,
Plnchot with the forests of the United States and the needs of the country In that direction.
"National Forestry," Is the subject
of an address to be delivered at this
session by Gov. Pardee, of California,
and reports of committees will fol
low.
Other addrerses scheduled for the
afternoon and evening sessions are
as follows:
Other Addresses.
"Conservation of Soils," V. J. Me- Oee, United States bureau of soils
member inland waterways commis
sion.
"Conservation of Mineral Resour
ces." J. A. Holmes, United States de
partment of interior.
"Conservation of Water," M. O,
Lelghton, United States
hydrogra- pher.
Resources,
"State Conservation of
H. Foster Bain, director Illinois state
geological survey.
"National and State
George Otis Smith, director United
State geological survey.
"The Community Idea In the Reclamation Act," Morris Bien, United
States reclamation service.
"The work of the National Recla
Service."
mation
with
illustrated
stereopticon view. F. H. Newell, di
rector United States reclamation ser-
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and

OF

a Post. Causing His
Death Moment
Later.

Delivered
Telling Addresses
At This Session.
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Denver, Col., September
Generally fair tonight
Wednesday.

TO JOIN STATE

Senator Newlands. of Nevada. One Man's Machine Ran Into
One of Most
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RAILROAD DEPARTMENT

DUE ARIZONA

CITIZEN.

INTO

TtESDAV,

IF YOU HAVE
A

.

BAD STOMACH

There Is nothing will do vmi so much
good as it few iloof flic Hitter. It
Is Hhodiitcly pure and compounded
from those Ingredients recognized by
mean-H- i
as me best for
auinoriiie
the Stomach and Liver.
-
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N

N
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Have YOU Been In

tlosfetter's

00

MY

TO GREATER
A
New Ruling Issued by Rock
Island to Be Followed
by Others.
Notice has been sent to the shipping public by the Chicago, Hock
& Pacific lines, the St. Louis,
Kansas City & Colorado railroad com.
pany and the Chicago, Rock Island &
El Paso railway, to the effect that
In the future the capacity of each car
will be marked as to the minimum
weight of grain that they will carry.
These minimum! are larger than have
prevailed In times past. It Is believed
with these mlnimums In effect the
roads will be able to secure 10 per
cent better loading of their equipment, which simply means 10 per cent
more cars to offer the public.
folA copy of the notice reads
lows:
"Attention of the public Is called to
the fact that these lines have given
legal notice establishing marked capacity of the car as their minimum
weight on grain. The only exceptions to this are in the case of ear
and snap corn, on which minimum
will be the actual weight when loaded to the full carrying capacity of
the car, with final minimum of 24,-0pound, and on oats and barley
on which the minimum la Axed at 10
per cent less than the marked capacity of the car. Concerning oats, the
tariff further provides that In case
oars are loaded to their full bulk capacity and agent's attention Is called
to it, he will make notation on the
bill of lading, and way bill, to that
effect, and in such cases charges will
be assessed on basis of the actual
weight of contents, but not in any
case lees than 30,000 punds.
Load to Minimum.
i "After a careful check of the
movement over these lines for a given period, we find that all our equipment, and that of our connections
which we have handled, will readily
carry these mlnimums, and in order
to make the most of the car supply
we have determined to place these
mlnimums in effect and earnestly desire the
of the grain
..trade in making the new rule a success. !t eihg demonstrated that our
cars will carry these mlnimums, It U
only reasonable to ask our patrons
iQ load, jthem as heavily as they can
be loaddd with safety,
"If by placing these mlnimums In
of
effect wa can, by the
the grain dealers, secure 10 per cent
equiploading
our
of
valuable
better
ment, it simply means 10 per cent
more cars to offer to the public.
Grain Use a Guide.
"The attention of the shipper is
called to the fact that the grain line,
as marked in any cars is simply a
guide based upon the official weight
of the different grains. It is not safe
to figure that grain loaded to the
grain line will necessarily be loaded
to the marked capacity. Fluctuation
in the weight of grain may make the
load either more or less.
"Cars should be taken at elevators
where track scales are not available,
to gauge the load of a car by the
number of bushels put into it, based
on the prevailing weight of the grain
at the time of shipment, as the fact
that car was loaded to the grain line
will not be sufficient Justification for
the waiving act minimum in case the
car Is loaded with less than Its marked capacity."
ENGINE KAN OVER
A STOLEN' TRUNK.
Early this morning, shortly after
Engineer Kirk pulled out of Rowe
he observed a trunk on the track,
but before he could stop he had hit
it, tearing It to pieces.
Kirk waited at Rowe for several
trains to pass, and It was evident
that the trunk had been placed there
only a few minutes before the arrival
of his train. U nmaking an examination of what was left of it, a hat
and wearing apparel belonging to a
woman was all that was found.
On lnTesrtiftation this morning it
was dlHcovered that the trunk was
stolen from a house at Rowe last
night by a number of natives who
were In search of whisky, and later
placed on the track by them.
It Is reported that much trouble
has been caused at that place by
such actions and that In a number
of Instances stones have been thrown
through windows, causing a great
deal of trouble.
TRAVELING MEN RESIST
EXCESS UAGGAtiE RATES.
St. Louis, Mo., Sept. 3. A Joint
conference of the drummers' association of Missouri and Arkansas was
held in this city yesterday for the
purpose uf taking steps to resist thP
excess baKKHftse ruteH based ui"n the
tariff placed in effect Autrust
The
lines embodied in the Southwestern
Passenger association or bureau have

Increased the rates to such fin extent
that the short hauls which traveling
men are constantly using for commercial baggage are seriously affected.
The associations represented
yesrerdHy were the Missouri Drummers' nssnciatlon, the Southeast Mis
souri Drummers' association, the Ar
kansas Travelers' a.ssociation and the
Mound Builders of JSt. Louis. Silas
K. Lewis, president of the Missouri
Drummers' association, presided over
the meeting, which was largely attended, and R. B. Puckett olllciated
as secretary.
The consensus of opinion was that
the Southwestern lines could not Justify the increase Provided for by the
new excess baggage tariff and that
their action In that regard vould not
were
be sustained.
Resolutions
adopted calling upon the state boards
attorney
general of each state
and the
to consider the matter In all Its bearings, and upon receipt of a reply
from the authorities of Missouri and
Arkansas the chairman of yesterday's
meeting will can another Joint conference on the subject. Much interest is manifested in the movement.
MEXICAN SHIPPERS FEAR
SHORTAGE OF FREIGHT CARS.
Monterey, Mexico, Sept 3. Shippers in Mexico and especially along
(he lines of the International and the
northern division of the Mexican Cen.
tral, are much concerned over the
report to the effect that the Southern
Pacific is now congregating all of Its
freight cars and rolling stock at New
Orleans to handle the large cane crop
there this season, and the statement
to the effect that after the cane haj
been moved the cars would be put Into service for handling the Texas cotton crop. Harvesting the cane crop
will begin In Louisiana within the
next thirty days and from 3,000,000
to 3, BOO. 000 tons of cane will be
hauled to New Orleans and other
points In Louisiana by the Southern
Pacific, practically all the haul going
to this road.
It was only a few weeks ago tnat
the Southern Pacific experienced a
blockade on the El Paso and San Antonio divisions. In which freight for
Mexico suffered a serious delay. This
was caused by the shortage of motive power and cars, and the condition, though greatly Improved, in the
last month, or six weeks. Is not yet
satisfactory, and a serious drain on
the rolling stock of the Southern Pacific at this time would effect the
movement of freight to Mexico very
materially.

It

was about

3 a. m. when a wild-eye- d
passenger rushed Into the lunch
room. "Madam, what place is this?"
"Lamy," was the reply. "What day of
the month Is it?" "The 25th." "How
high up are we?" "Six thousand four
hundred feet." After writing down
this information on a card the passenger dashed out of the door
and
caught the rear end of the moving
train. What was the matter? Oh,
nothing at all; Just sending a souvenir
postal to the loved ones at home.

Gordon Ray wood, an employe of
the Las Vegas shops, and Miss Vlrgle
Towner of Port Scott, Kan., were
united in marriage yesterday morning at ,the Haywood home In Las
Vegas by Rev. Moore of the Episcopal church.
Engine 1207, which was pulling
No. 9 at the time of the accident
near Shoemaker Friday evening, is
at the Las Vegas ships being fixed
up to be sent to the Raton shops,
where it wUl be looked over.
Former Night Yardmaster Anton
assumed charge of the Las Vegas
yards yesterday as general yardmaster and Fred Stewart, who has been
assistant yardmaster, takes the night
yards.
,
Endorsed by tho County.
"The most popular remedy In Otsego county, and the best friend of my
family," writes Vm. M. Dletz, editor
and publisher of the Otsego Journal,
Gllbertsvllle, N. Y., "la Dr. King's
New Discovery.
It has proved to be
an infallible cure for coughs and
colds, making short work
of the
worst of them. We always keep a
bottle in the house. I believe it to
be the most valuable
prescription
known for lung and throat diseases."
Guaranteed to never disappoint the
taker, by all druggists. Price 60c and
tl.00. Trial bottle free.
'

CLERICAL

Santa Fe, X. M., Sept. 3. Mrs.
Marguerite O. Montoya, and Juan J.
Ortiz, are to be retained on the clerical force of the territorial secretary's
office. They are
In point
of service In that particular department of the government. Mrs. Monrs

toya has been employed as assistant
clerk and stenographer, also acting
as private secretary to the secretary
for a period of over eight years, she
was first employed by Geo. H. Wallace, who died In office.
Mr. Ortiz.
the messenger. Is a
printer by trade, having been employed by the New Mexican for many
years and entered the employ of Mr.
Raynolds six years ago.
He is an
aJjIe Spanish scholar, and has attended to the proof reading of the laws
and Journals, as well as various other
publications Issued by the secretary's
ottit'e lurinff the many years he has
leen employed by the secretary.
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FORCE

Is an ordeal which n3
women approach with
indescribable fear, for

of the Buffering uud danger in store for her, robs the expectant mothef
of all pleasant anticipations of the coming event, nnd casts over her ft
shadow of jloom which cannot be shaken off. Thousands of women
have found that t'..e use of Mother's Friend during pregnancy robs
confinement .f ull pain and danger, and insures safety to life of mother
and child. This scientific liniment is a
to all women at the
time of ll.tir mott critical trial. Not only dues Mother's Friend
carry wo.r-safely throurh the perils of child-birtbut its use
gently pre - jtes the system for the coming event, prevents "morning
sickness,"
other dis
comforts rf this period.
Sol ) y a'.l drupgists at
$l.co per bottle. Book
containing valuable information free.
god-sen- d

h,

(
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Mine

at

Blsbeo Closed
of Organizer's

CANYON
Be-caus- e

Explore Famous Place
for Mineral Lodes
This Fall.

Will

Presence There.
Ulsbee, Ariz., Sept. 3. It is reported on good authority that the
recent closing down of the properties
of the Rar Copper company at Ray
was caused, not by the delay in the
construction of the company's concentrator, the reason given by the
company management, but by the
fact that nn attempt was being made
by the Western Federation to organize the merf employed In that district.
Shortly after the convention of the
territorial miners unions In Arizona,
held In Globe several weeks ago, an
organizer was sent to Ray to augment the membership of the Ray
union of the Western Federation,
which had been recently organized.
The shut down came In less than two
weeks after the arrival of the organizer at Ray.
Company Cilvos Itonnon.
The management of the Ray Copper company and Giln Copper company, which Is Identical, gave It out
to the men who were discharged that
the shutdown was caused by the fact
thai the work on the concentrator
was far behind the work In the mine
and that the men were merely laid
off until the completion of the mill.
Miners, who have arrived here during the last few days from Ray claim
that they have good reason to believe
that the presence of an organizer of
the W. F. M. In the district was the
caufe of the shutdown. They also
state that several machine men are
rtlll employed by the company.
Anticipate In Ion Move.
A great majority of the miners em
ployed In the district are Mexicans
who receive from $1 to $1.50 less
per day than the Americans.
who
have been paid the local scale of )4
and higher. The miners union does
not discriminate in its membership
and the Mexican miners were being
enrolled by the organizer.
If the
mining company suspended operations
because of the Federation's activity
In the dlctrlet. It was probably in
anticipation of a demand for equal
wages to all miners, by the union.
wnicn would almost certainly result.
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OPENED UP
SHORTLY
Activities In Cerrlllos Field- Smelter May Begin Operations Soon.
Los Cerrlllos,
N.
(SMX'iul.) Cerrlllos Is
one of the oldest and
mining regions in the

M., Sept. 3.

the center of
most extensive
United States.
The fact that his place has been
visited in the last week by representatives of a numfber of mining inter
ests and heavy capitalists, and sever
al large deals are reported as made,
would indicate that the inactivity of
this portion of Hants, Fe county In
mines and mining Is soon to be over.
Perhaps the oldest mine in the Uni
In
ted States is located
the Ortiz
mountains near here. It was work
ed by the early Spanish settlers, and
was discovered by them through information given by Indians.
It is
certain that this region Is the crudle
of gold discovery In the Rocky mountains.
The village of Dolores now stands
near 'the place where In 1S2S a
sheepherder discovered gold at the
base of the Ortiz mountains, and for
many years Mexican people lived in
villages around this region, subsist
ing on gold from placer washings.
and only washing from week to week
sufficient to keep the wolf from the
door.
The district at the base of the
Tuerte and Ortiz mountains Is believ
ed to have produced over two mil
lion dollars in placer gold alone. Nature seems especially to have favored
this region for nearly every valuable
mining product Is to be found within
a radius of thirty miles square. A
valuable turquoise mine is located
within seven miles of Cerrlllos. J.
P. McNulty Is the munager and he
states that there Is an unlimited sup
ply or the gems. The coal at Madrid
only three miles away is as fine as
can be found anywhere, and a singu
lar feature Is that here can be found
within a quarter of a mile of the
other a mine of hard and soft coal.
The Santa Fe Gold und Copper Mining company of San l'edro, lilt miles
away, ia now working over four hundred men at its copper mines, and
the llagan coal fields eight miles further on supply them with fuel. 1$.
F. Glltener has a goid mine twenty
miles south. He hus two hundred
tons of ore ready for the smelter,
which assays 150 to the ton, but In
waiting for the building of the Albuquerque Kastern railway before commencing to work his mine in an extensive Way.
Although much mystery surrounds
the deals, It Is said that the Cash
Kntry, the liottum Iollar and t lie
mines on the patented tracts are to
be opened immediately by new owners.
The smelter which has been Idle
for some years and which was built
by the Consolidated Development Co.,
of which Thomas Krown of Franklin. Pa., is the president, may put in
a concentrator and commence operations In the near future.
it would not be surprising if this
region, which according to an o;d
mining man. has only been kept down
by
the ignorance, mismanagement
rascality
reand
would again
vive, and Cerrlllos become, as It was
fifteen years ago, the most lively min.
Ing town In the southwest.
Subscribe for Tlx Evening Clilwn.

Stomach
Bitters

Prescott, Ariz., Sept. 3. Spurred
on oy love ror adventure and the de
Blre for gold, three experienced min
ers of the west, one a well known
Prescott mining man, will start on
one of the most perilous eploratiou

trips ever undertaken
In
America,
that of braving the untold and undangers
known
of the Grand Canyon
of the Colorado.
These venteuresome spirits of the
western world, Bert Loper of Gold
neld, JSev.. and Prescott. Ariz.. El
Monett of Goldfield, and Charles Rus
sell or this city, will begin their dan
gerous trip, In specially constructed
boats and equipment, at Green River,
Utah, today, if their nlans rlo not
miscarry, and will Journey through
the canyon a distance of about 217
miles, the exploration trip to end at
j ne Nceaies. '
Russell, who left here some three
months ago, stated that Mr. Loper
originated the idea of the trip over
thirteen years ago, but had never
undertaken it until the present time,
owing to his Inaballtv to lind comtuin.
ions sutnciently brave and adventur
ous to undertake the triD with him
itussei! stated the party expected to
prove or disprove the renorts that
the canyon contains valuable mineral
deposits of fabulous richness. It is
also reported that the canyon cuts
inrougn immense ledges of every
known mineral, and If this Is true the
explorers can be expected to locate
some of the most valuable mlnera.
claims yet found by man.
Several I'rovlous Attempts.
Several attempts to run the canvon
have been made In the past, and all
have virtually ended In disaster. I i
1867, James White made the first trie
through the canyon, being accompanied by a companion, who was killed.
en route, by Indians. More dead than
alive. White was rescued from the
canyon by Callvllle, Cal.. inhabitants.
As soon as he recovered his strength
he disappeared and was never heard
from again. It is thought the hard
ships he endured
unbalanced
hU
mind.
years
Two
later, in 1869. J. W.
Powell organized an expedition to ex.
piore the canyon. The party consisted of twelve men
and four boats.
Three of them became disheartened
at the hardships and left the party,
starting homeward overland. They
were never heard from and It Is supposed they were killed by Indians.
The other memibers of the party continued on to the mouth of the Colorado river, where the expedition disbanded. In 1872 Powell organized
another party for the U. S. geological
survey. The trip was made in two
years, but before the party reached
me ouir or uanrornra it was met by
a second party
under Lieutenant
Wheeler of the U. S. army, who was
preparing war maps, and the Journey
was abandoned about fifty miles from
the mouth of the river.
One Hot Through.
Another attempt was made to ex
plore the canyon by a party under
me leaaersnip ot zeo Brown of Denver. Before the trip was fairly start
ed. Brown was drowned.
The following year Brown's chief engineer.
a Mr. Stanton, organized another
expedition, and traversed the great
er portion or the route, seeking a survey for a railroad.
He made the
trip successfully, and maintains that
a railroad throunh
the canyon is
practicable.
Previous to these expeditions, nnd
In the Interim, others have tried io
explore the canvon. Some have never since been heard from, and othert
have aibandoned the project before
completing the trip.
The party which Mr. Russell will
accompany will be equipped with
tnree steel boats, a first class placer
mining outfit, mining tools and chem
icals for assaying. Kach of the boats
will have five compartments, four airtight and one open. They will be
covered with sheet steel. In their
placer mining, they will use an amal
gamating rocker, with silver-plate- d
wires, as the gold In the Colo
copp'-rado Is said to be so fine that the
amalgamation process Is the only
practicable method.
--

"Everybody Should Know."
says G. G. Hays, a prominent busi
ness man of UlutT, Mo., that Buck-len'- s
Arnica Salve Is the Quickest
and surest healing salve ever applied
to a sore, burn or wound, or to a
ense of piles. I've used it and know
wnat l m talking about.
Guaranteed
by all druggists. 2Bc
CORPORATION I'AI'KltS
IILKD AT SWT A l'K.
Santa Fe. N. M . Sept. 3. The fol
lowing articles of Incorporation haw
been tiled in the nttlce of Territorial
Secretary Nathan Jaffa:
The Colorado Canning company.
Principal place of business in Xe.v
Meleo at Farmington.
San
Juan
county.
tigent, P. H.
Territorial
Smith, at Farmington. Capital stock.
I.Oilll, divided Into 1.5(10 shares of
Object,
the par value of $50 each.
canning fruit and vegetables, period
of existence, twenty yeais. The corporation was organized In Colorado.

Heart Strength
means nerve
iiDuciinin.nr
iinn nwinws.
Pttvngth,
or Nerve Weakness
nothing mors, roa.
ltively. not one weak heart in a hundred Is. In It.
1
- .1
ff f Artll.llw AU...-- A
hidden tiny little nerve that really la an at fnult.
This obscure nerve the Cardiac, or Hiart Nerve
imply need, and must haa, more power, mora
-- ..j , .,,,
umni governing
suwurth. Without that the Il.art must continue
to lull, and the stomach and kidneys alto have
these tanu controlling nerve. .
Thli cl.arly explains why.
a medicine. Pr.
Snoop s Restorative has In the at
past done o much
lor weak and ailing Hearts. Dr. bnoop first sought
the cause of all till painful, palpitating, suflooaU
uig heart distress, fir. ehoops Kettorutlve this
popular prescription Is alone directed to these
weak and wasting Dune center.
It builds!
iLstrengtbt-ns- :
It offers real, genuine heart help.
11 you would Lave strong Hearts, tirong dU
ration, strwurthen that
ervai iwbtUu!i
Viaio as nsttdbd. with

Dr. Shoop's

Restorative
"ALL DRUGGISTS"

,

will therefore
quickly
restore
your stomach to
a normal condition. Improve the
appetite, sweeten
the breath and
open up clogged
bowels.
for 51
ymrs it has been

STOMACH

I
En

ill

curing

Sl k llendn'!i.
Sour Risings,

MllpI

CABINETS

WE are Albuquerque agents for the "Hoosler" Kitchen Cabinets, the
most convenient nnd
cabinet made.
There is nothing to
equal It near the price we are quoting.
Made of solid oak, and will not spilt
or warp in the heat of the kitchen. The "Hoosler" has a place for everything
needed In preparing a meal.
Enables you to do your kitchen work In half
the usual time, nnd with half the usual work.
In order that every woman In Albuquerque may know of the good qualities of the "Hoosler" we are making a special display at the store this week.
Come and see them.
J20 and op. $5 down and 50c a week.
W. V. FUTRELLE, llbuauerque, N. M.

l'.vsM'nia.
,

COHtlvt'IH-SSI-

IVmalo Ills or
Malarial IVver.
Be sure to try it.
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Mrs. Rosa Slater, of Paradise. Ari
zona, Is In Las Vegas visiting friends.
C. A. McKay and wife, of St. Louis.
are spending a few days In Las Veg

as.

Eclipse Wind Mills, Lightning Hay Presses, Walter A. Wood
Mowers and Binders, Bain and Old Hickory wagons
ALL KINDS VEHICLES

J. Korber & Co. AgF8g&

Write us for
a prominent
sheen Catalogue and Prices
man from Clayton, is In Las Vegas
on business.
Joe Jordan, of St. Louis. Is In T.a
Vegas visiting with his daughter. Mm
J. D. Kakln. Preiidofil.
Chat. Vellal,
Ferdinand llarthels.
Q. GlomJ, Vlea Pretldea
O. Bachecki.
Silverlo Gonzales and Jose Mnr- quez of Anton Chico. were In Las
vegas today on business.
Louis C. llfeld returned tn T..i
Vegas last night from a several riavs'
to
business trip In Albuquerque.
MCUNI A EAKIN. and BACHECHI A QIOMU
Chas. Hedgecock. of Las Vegas, left
WMOLrALK DCALCR IN
yesfterday for Indiana, where he will
resume his studies at Purdue.
James G. McN'arv left for ha home
In El Paso yesterday after spending
W klip ivrytblna la Mtoek to outfit too
several days in Las Vegas on busi
9. Bitterman,

ferttaj

Tramiri

Consolidated Liquor Company

Wines, Liquors and Cigars

ness.
A. F. Xye and E. L. Bumnus. of
Phoenix, Ariz., arrived In Las Vegas
yesterday and will spend several days

mere.

most fosttdloas

bar oomploto

Have been tppo'nted axclualva agenta In tha outhwa
fa Jaa, .
8chllt, Wm. Lamp and 8t Lou la A. B. C Breweries; Yallawaton.
Green River, 'V. H. McBrayafa Cadar Brook, Loula Hunter, T.J. Man-arcand thar aUntfard kruida of whiaklaa too numaroua ta mantla
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS,
But aell tha atralght article aa received by ua from tie
laartaa
Dlatnieiiea and Brcwerie In Ua United but a. Call aid lniaaat
Stock and PrlcfT, or writ for Illustrated Culvgn anal I rla Uat
lamed to dealers only.

Mrs. Charles O'Malley and children
returned last evening to Las Veeas
from a trip to Colorado Springs and
uenver.
Mrs. Karl Hariberg and children, of
Mora, have returned to Mora, N. M.,
from a trip to Boston and other eastern points.
Clarence Williams, of Las Vee-asleft today for the Agricultural collese
at Meslila Park, where he will attend school this year.
Charles S. Brown, of Aibuoueraue.
of the Chas. Ufeld company, Is in
Las Vegas spending a few days with
his sister, Mrs. Corson, on Main
,
street.
Clarence C. Wheeler, of Las Veeas.
left today for his home in St. Louis,
having been in this city the past year1
lot me paper and paint your
house.
Satisfaction
guaranteed.
with his brother. O. A. Wheeler and
Prompt
attention to mall orders.
family.
The following have been appointed
J. D. EMMONS, Successor to Stacy & Go.
notaries public bv .Governor Curry.
Anna F. Brown, Clovls,
Roosevelt
South Socona'and Lead
n
county; Aaron Elchwald, of Cuba,
oavwOeoeoey-)eOaoeKyOeOeSandoval county.
Anlceto C. Abeytla. of Socorro, has
been reappointed by Governor Curry
21 North First Street.
Phone No. 481
as a member of the board of regents of the New Mexico School of
Mines, which Is located In Socorro.
D. O. Bayless and sister. Pansv.
will leave for their home at Colum
bus, Mo., in the morning after spend
ing tne summer in Las Vegas with Dr.
Mills and family.
Wilson Price, cotton planter and
merchant at Edwards, Miss., who has
been a visitor In Santa Fe for the
past two .months for the benefit ot
hiB health went home yesterday.
Miss Edith M. Walker, a teacher
In the capital city
public schools,
has returned to Santa Fe after spending her summer vacation at her par
ental home in Junction City. Ky.
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Jones, of Fort
Worth, Texas, who have been In SanSouthwestern Brewery
A Ice Company.
ta Fe for the past few days s'ght-setlnleft today for Denver from
which point they will return to their
Texas home.
THE
I). C. Winters, of Las Vegas, whose
term as a member of the board of
directors of the New Mexico Insane
asylum, has just expired, has been
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
reappointed to the position by Governor Curry.
Major W. H. II. Llewellyn, whose
Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkota Roofing
ofllce Is at Las Cruos, and who Is
Lnlted States attorney for this district, is in Santa Fe to attend to
First and Marqoette
Albcqaerqae, New Mexico
his duties before the present term
t the I'nlted States court.
Curry has reappointed
Governor
E. V. Chaves, of Albuquerque, as a QaX3aK0aXXO0aXaX3tK)a0aK
D
member of the board of regents of
the I'niverslty of New Mexico, Mr.
Albuquerque Foundry and Machine Works
Chaves' previous term of appoint
ment having expired yesterday.
ft. P. HALL, Proprietor
Coal Oil Inspector J. S. Duncan
Iron and Braad Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cara; Shaftpent Saturday and .Sunday In Santa
ings. Pulley. Grade Bar. Babbit Metal; Column! aaJ Iron
Fe and had several consult j'loiis wi:h
Governor Curry.
""ronta for Buildings.
It is
that changes In the J 'piny coal oil
ffapalre an Mining mnd Mill Mmohlntry m folmlty
it spectnrshii) will be made at .in early
foundry east side of railroad track.
Albuquerque, N. ta.
dat.
O
Rlcardo Truiillo. a vonng lad who C3aXDaKJsKjax3aX3COOOax?K)O0
O9OaKDQO9O9K0KMmoaKjmomoaK;
resides in Las Vegas, was painfully
injured while playing near his home.
He was barefooted at the time and
.1.
was near the Santa Fe tracks and
Jumping on and off from a hand car
DEALER
IN NATIVE A NO CHICAGO LUMBER
when he jumped on a piece of glass.
causing his left foot to be badly cut
BHEKWlN'-WiLLIAM- S
PAINT Covera more, looka beet, weare
iroiind the ankle. He was removed
tfce longest, most economical; full measure.
to the Las Vegas hospital where the
wound was dressed.
BUILDING
PAPER Always In stock.
Plaster. Lime. Omot.
Paint, Glass. Sash, Doors, Etc
F1KST KTRKFT AND COl. AVE. AI.Itt'QrFKQt'K. M:
itr.J
MEN AND WOMEN.
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A. C. IHLICKE and JOHN S. MITCHELL Invite their friends to make
New Mexico headquarter at

The Hollcnbeck Hotel
Los Angeles, California

Toar friendship and patronage is appreciated. Courtesy anrt
attention to guetts Is a pleasure to us. Hollenbeck Hotel and Cat
better than ever. Location convenient and desirable.
s
Depot and beach line cars stop at the Hollenbeck door.
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ground, although rapidly melting under the summer sun. The lowest
meadows are up about 6,000 feet
above sea level.
Purpoiw of Experiment.
The purpose of these
experiments ts improvement of the
summer range. rtoek do not winter
In the mountains, but
are driven
gradually higher and higher aa the
advancing season calls forth
the
vegetation on which they feed. The
ranges
on
suppleplains,
winter
the
mented largely by the hay, alfalfa,
and other feed crops which t.ie
ranches produce, depend for their
utilization upon this summer pasturage, to which the stock can be driven when the dry season sets in. If
means can be found to Improve the
summer range the benefit will be
felt from Canada to Arizona and New
Mexico, so that the experiments are
of broad importance.
Pnnturo Valuable.
In the higher parts of the Imnaha
national forest good lnte summer
pasture for sheep is valuable. Snow
covers the ground nine months of the
year, and the grass that grows must
grow quickly. The natural pasture
on these high mountain meadows is
fairly good, but there Is room for
Improvement.
The native bluegrass
does not produce a sod. but grows
In hunches.
A sod or turf is wanted,
and some of the meadows will be
well known species to
with
seeded
test whether they will grow and
bring the desired result. Timothy,
redtop, bluegrass and a clover called
AlHlke. originally brought from Sweden, will be tried.
Eight or more
patches of from 3 to 20 acres each
will be seeded.
It is a wild and rugged mountain
region with few trails, and those very
difficult. Harrows or other agricultural machinery could not be taken
In, except on the backs of pack aniPlainly, any method of seedmals.
ing which could have any practical
value must find other Instruments
than the tools upon which the farmer ordinarily
relies. The sharp
cutting hoofs of sheep will be the
only harrow used.
Plans for Renewing.
The meadows selected for sowing
will first be grazed aa short as sheep
can crop the native grass. Since the
ground is wet. It will be much eut
up by the sheep. Clover.
timothy,
redtop, or bluegrass seed will then
be sown broadcast and the sheen
will be driven to and fro across I:
until the seed is beaten well Into the
soil. This will be done late in the season, so that the seed will lie dormant until next summer's sun melts
the snow and warms the gtound.
Whether It will grow, and mature a
crop in three months, remains to be
seen. If It will, one problem of
mountain pasturage will have been
solved, for a much larger quantity
of forage will be furnished by these
plants than the native growths supplyIf this grass sowing on the high
Oregon mountains is successful, it
will open the way for similar range
development
Is
elsewhere.
There
hardly a limit to the possibilities
presented.
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GRASSES
Experiments to Increase Forage In National Forest

Pastures.
Washington, D. C. Sept. 3. The
account
live stock Industry turns to resources
one of the greatest! natural
crop.
of the west the forage
From the plains to the Pacific an
astonishingly large proportion of the
estimated
area is grazing land. It Is over
contains
that this regionwhich
are useful at
acres
stock. A
present only for pasturing bring
out
to
colors
in
map printed
gras-In- g
the nuiln areas of agricultural,
published
and desert lands was
not long ago. It showed the grasing
land color spread like a sheet over
nearly all this vast domain, which
d
comprises something like
of the entire United States, with relaother
tively minor patches of therange
Is
colors. In arid regions the
poor,
almost
but
comparatively
everywhere enough forage plants can
grow to make grazing profitable.
The forest service. In cooperation
with the bureau of plant Industry,
has begun a series of experiments to
find out how the carrying power of
grazing lands within national forests
the
can be Increased. In a nutshell,
and
problems are, first, how to grow,
second, how to utilize, the largest
amount of forage. The conclusions
reached are likely to have an imporof the
tant bearing on Improved use
open range generally. The economic
are
experiments
possibilities of these
enormous.
Grazing Killed tiraswM.
In the past the stockman on the
public lands has simply taken what
grazing
nature offered him. at But disadvana
tends to put nature
by
propagate
tage. Plants which
seed, for example, have no chance
are being eaten
when the seed stalks many
grazing reoff all the time. In
power
of the
gions the carrying
range has been very greatly reduced
through the present methods of use.
Within national forests the restriction of the number of stock to the
capacity of the range has already
checked the worst evils which result
from over grazing. But the new Investigations promise much greater
things.
These investigations are to be carried out along three distinct lines
In the
studies of what can be done grasses,
way of Introducing cultivated
range
Improvement
of
studies
through better knowledge of how
wild grasses propagate, and studies
of how to handle both cattle and
sheep so as to reduce the waste due
to herding and trampling. The present account deals with the first, the
Introduction of cultivated grass.
Export In Cliarge.
The man In charge of these studies
Is Frederick V. Covllle, of the bureau
of plant Industry, who Is an expert In
matters connected with the use of
the range. Mr. Covllle made a careful study of grazing problems in the
Cascade mountains of Oregon for
the Interior department ten years
ago, and contributed to the discusquestions
which
sion of grazing
formed part of the Public Lands
commission report made In 1905. It
was on his recommendation that the
laboratory for desert botanical research was established by the Carnegie Institution of Washington
at
Tucson, Ariz. He Is, therefore, very
well prepared for this work, which,
to be successful, must be run on
thoroughly practical lines.
begin In
will
The experiments
county, In northeastern
Wallowa
Oregon, In the Imnaha national forest. Here, at different altitudes, a
number of moist natural meadows
have been picked out. Those having
the greatest altitude are 10.000 feet
or more above the sea. where In
early July the snow still covers the
400,-000,0-

one-thir-
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Kennedy's Laxative Cougtj Syrup
acts gently upon the bowels and
clears the whole system of coughs
and colds. It promptly relieves inflammation of the throat and allays
Irritation. Sold by J. H. O'Rielly &

Co.

BAKERY

AT LAS
VEGAS

IS BURNED

M. Moore, V. P. and Mgr.

M. R. Summers, Secy.

JOHN M. MOORE REALTY CO.

WHITES IN AMERICAN TOKYO

219 West Gold

Most Fertile Valley in California Controlled by Cheap Wage Orientals and
Vacaville Is Their Town.

Telephone 10

Fire Insurance

Agtnta tor

thm

LOANS

bett tiro

ABSTRACTS

Havo negotiated loan
on Albuquerque real estate for tho past 20 yaara,
without a single loss to
loaner. Safety and satisfaction to both parties.

Inturanco companion.
u tho amount you
want on your raaldanao
and houaohold good: It
la dangerous to dolay.
Tot-ophon- o

Abstrae a of title
Bernalillo County proprerty on short notice. The only set of abstract books that Is up to
date. Prices reasonable.
tarn-Ished-

!'...
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SPECIAL THIS WEEK

W

FOR SALE A

few acreage lots

at bargain prices on the installment plan. Finest garden land in the valley. Water plenty
I tor irrigation. Fruit trees on every lot. Within three blocks of
electric street railway and city water pipe line. Unequaled for
suburban residence, poultry raising or gardening. High, rich,
loamy soil.
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Three room cottage 2 lots in northern part of city on
installment plan. $50 cash.

$850

ill
1

Will buy a 5 room cottage, with 2 lots, close in.
t7(f
$200 cash and balance in payments to suit pur
r
chaser with 8 per cent interest

d 1

Top PUtnre Main Street In Va enville, Tokyo of America.
Imwvt Picture Eighteen Japs 1 ive in tun Hiianty in vacaville.
Vocavllle, Cal., Sept. 3. Vacaville six families. All the member except
is within a short ride of San Fran-cisc- c. the very small children work In the
yet you could easier Imagine fruit fields and live, eat and sleep in
yours-- If
In a suburb of Tokyo.
the same room.
Opponents of Japanese
exclusion
Japtown.
find Vacavll'e extremely interesting,
The postoffUe does a money order
as It nas reached a more advanced business
ISO, 000
approximating
a
state o: Japanlzatlon than any other year, 76 per cent of which goes
to
town In the United States. Ninety Japan.
A local bank paid $40,000
per cent of the people met walking to
laborers in two weeks.
or driving about Vacaville are Jap- MostJapanese
It went to Japan to enable
of
anese.
uncles
and
brothers
and cousins to
Fifteen years ago the Japanese
the trip to America.
began quietly gathering In this beau- make
wages
paid
are
the Janan
tiful valley, made up of California's ese"Whst
fruit picker? was asked of one
most fertile fruit farms.
of the few American ranchers near
Today the Japanese control everything. They are as much a power In Vacaville.
now have to pay from $1.50
this valley as they are In the land to "We
11.75 per day, was the answer.
of the Mikado.
ago they were
"Five or six
Vacaville has 1200 inhabitants, willing to workweeks
for $12 a month and
'he majority of whom are Japanese. find their own
food.
large general
Extensive laundries,
"The
run the vallev now.
merchandise stores and employment however. Jans
One rancher was employPffoncies. elbow each other at every ing BOO Japanese fruit pickers. One
turn in Japtown. There are six bil- morning they refused to sro to work
liard saloons. Ice cream parlors and unless the few remaining white-fruithe ubiquitous Japanese bank.
were discnarred.
Japtown It Is in the center of pincers
"The
had to let the white
Vacaville is built In true oriental help go. rancher
The fruit was ripe and if
style. The rooms are tiny and it nadn t been
at once would
dingy. One building contains twenty- - nave rotted on picked
the trees."
Duran was thrown out. He was unable to make headway against the
current and was drowned. The team
reached the ntunosite bank in safetv
dragging the buggy. Up to yesterday
nis oouy naa not been recovered.
The deceased was 60. years of age
and leaves a bride of but a few
months. His widow is prostrated. He
leaves other relatives in this section,
an ot wno are well connected.
At this season we snould eat sparing and properly. We should also
help the stomach as much aa possible by the use of a little Kodol oc
casionally. Kodol lor indigestion and
Dyspepsia will rest the stomach by
actually digestion of the food Itself.
Sold by J. H. O'Rielly
Co.

LnasnnM IFeadl

There is an abundance of strength-givin- g
elements in
p,HHEUSER-BCSCA- 's

ipyUUU

Two business lots on corner. A bargain.
.

Cre-enc-

lo

1907.
He name the following; witnessea
to prove his continuous residence up
on, and cultivation or, the land, vis:

Francisco Montoya. of

Bernalillo,

N. M.; Eunenlo Chavez, of Bernalillo,
N. M.; Ellas Montoya, of Sandoval,
is. m.; Jose Chaves, or Ban Mateo. N,
M.

The St. Elmo

HAIR IRESSKR AND CHIROPO
DIST.
Mrs. Bambini, at her parlor oppo
site the Alvarado and next door to
prepared to glv
Sturgrs cafe,
thorough scalp treatment, do hair
dressing, treat corns, bunions and In
growing nails.
She give massage
Mra
treatment and manicuring.
Bambini' own preparation of com
plexion cream builds up the skin and
improves the complexion, and la
guaranteed not to be Injurious. She
also prepares a hair tonio that cures
and prevents dandruff and hair fall
Ing out; restore
life to dead hair;
remove moles, wart and superfluous
hair. Massage treatment by vibrator
machines.
For any blemish of the
face, call and consult Mr. Bambini.
1

William' Indian Pli.

"11 lends
n,!3t th

The flexible sole Red Crosa
shoe is comfortable from

'he start.

(

The burning and

aching
nr1

JaUSed bv Stiff Knir
Trill cure Hllnd
E SDr.
J
ana Iuuln,
PilH. llabsorlmiha tumor. ivils of thin snlfa

OB
fj
f,l

CAN YOU BEAT TITIST

as a pouliire,
inMant lief. Dr. Wllliiims'lnrtliinPlleOij
.
nient Ih prepared for Pile anil ltci
VI Inif of thr pr'valn parts
f.rr.-boi '
:,rranel. Hr druuiritt, niall on r
,
,;k(!lt,T,ipN(j fi Prep.
IOR RAXK ETT TivVN AON.
fa

b'-c-

Clarkville
Coal Yard
Mtl

nrm-

Sold by all Druggists and Grocers
in cases of 1 Dcz. Large or 2 Doz. Split Bottles
x..

V

V

For 12 tops ol Red Metsl caps
from Larf Mak Nutrin ButtU
wiib Col TreaVaurk or 24 iron
Split botttaswithBUA Trill nrk
and 15c lor po(aga.we "U aend

v

on ol our Vienna Art Plates to
any adoreae in the Unites' Stale.

Anheuser-Busc-

h

St. Louis, Mo.
Brewers of the

Famous Budweiser Beer

AMKKIOAX

PIONKkXn BAKERY
07 Sooth First Btrmi

EXCURSIONS

ami wood.

1
N$. St, RiJ Cnm
Vaunt Cull B!mkw

all alum.

)xfords,
$1. ;o
ligh Shoes,
$4.00
' Let us fit you.

1JIXKK.

MHJiWOOU.

klMiMMi.

MorXTAlX

In the way of bakery products? Certain it la that you'll travel many a
weary mile to even equal our cakea;
pie, pastry, roll, etc. Our good
are always in demand, because those
who know Appreciate their excellence. But don't forget our bread
our principal pride and source of our
success.

-

vented by the Red Crc ss. It
snables a woman to be on her
teet lor nours at a time with
:omiort.
A stylish
shoe thaVs
absolutely
comfortable

-

i

of

trio
kUV

aim

S40O

jr&sH

BAMPLBt AND
mooMm

club

MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.

.WTHKACITK

SPARKLING

Wines, Brandies. Etc,

oooooxoooooo
No breaking in
needed

1MIOXE 4.

The nutriment of
combined with the tonic properties
of Hops. Strictly a liquid food
and not an alcoholic beverage.
It is the ideal preparation for
invalids.convalescents and nursing
mothers.

Finest Whiskies

JOSEPH BARNETT, Prop'f.
aaa1esaenelaaeaaeeaeeomim10
J 2 0 West Railroad Atomic

JOHN S. BEAVEN,

Barley-Mal- t,

This

Week only.

NOTICE FOH PUBLICATION-Department of the Interior, Iand Office at Santa Fe. N. M.
August 19, 1907.
Notice 1 hereby given that
Martin, of Cabeson, N. M., ha
filed notice of hi Intention to make
final five year proof In support of hi
claim, vl: Homestead Kntry No.
8221, made January 24, 1906, for the
lots 7 and 8, Section 80, Township
18 N., Range 6 W., and that said
proof will be ma.de before H. W. 8.
Otero, U. S. court commissioner, at
Albuquerque, N. M. on October 6,

All kind

lL

on

2

Sept. 3. Fire was
Las Vegas,
discovered in the bakery department
of the Lehman store in the rear of
the Johnson building on Main street
early yesterday morning and before
the firemen extinguished the blaze, WEALTHY STOCKMAN
the bakery was practically destroyed
with all its fixtures and contents.
Lehman had kindled a fire in the
AT
bakery ovens early In the morning,
and gone about other business, returning later to find that a defective
flue had set the whole place afire.
Aibiquiu.
N.
M., Sept. 3. Jose
Manuel Duran, a wealthy stockman
Eczema.
For the good of those suffering of Ensenada. was drowned In the
with eczema or other such trouble, I Chama river at this point. He had
wish to say, my wife had something come to Aibiqulu to participate
In
of that kind and after using the doc- the annual fiesta of Santa Rosa and
was
consome
returning
time
home when the fatal
tors' remedies for
cluded to try Chamberlain's Salve and accident occurred. When about midIt proved to be better than anything way of the river which was swollen
as a result of the recent heavy rains
she had tried. For sale by all
the current swept the buggy over and

A

J.

WOOD.

If You Want A

WFA.

Plumber

121

Telephone No. 61
The Standard

Railroad Awtoom

CURE the LUNC3

Our work is as our name
implies, and our charges are
right.

return

Now Discovery
J
OLDS

PBICE

mim

Account I. O. O. F., Sovereign Grand Lodge.
St. Paul or Minneapolis and

Dr. King's
I

Denver and return $23.70,
Colorado Springs and return
$20.75, Pueblo and return
$18.95, Chicago and return
$53.30, St. Louis and return
$52.90, Kansas City and return $44.55, Norfolk and
(60 day limit) $72.90.

re-tu- rn

COUCH
KILLthi
o
wi

$52.10. Tickets on
sale Sept. 12, 13, 14, 15 and
16. Return limit Oct 2, 07.
Call at Ticket Office for
Par-ticular- s.

Mr

Trial Boto

r'raa

I UN G TROUBLES.
GUARANTEED SATIS F ACXO& J j
,Oa MONEY IVEi UNDED.
AND ALL THROAT AND

a

Standard Plumbing & Heating Co

CHAPLlh

To Colorado and eastern points. On sale daily
until Sept 30th. Return limit October 31st
Rates to principal points.

,
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ALBUQUERQUE

THE ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEN
PUBLiSHED DAILY AND WEEKLY
By

the Citizen Publishing Company of Albuquerque, New Mexico.

W. S. STRICKLER

WILLIAM F. BROGAN

PRESIDENT

MANAGING

EDITOR

sritstiurnoN hatks.
On J ear by mall In advance
One month by mall
One month by carrier within city limit

Entered ns

mnttor at the
euidcr Act of Conprcss of March S, 1HTB.
Mvond-cl- n

$3.00
50
60

rotofflce of Albuquerque,

X. M.,

Tlie only illuxtratiil dally newspaper In New Mexico and tlie best
vertising medium of the Southwest.

ad-

ArnrQCEnorE cmzE is:
theThe
leading Republican dally and

weekly newspaper of the Southwest.
Tlie advocate of Republican principles and' the "Square Denl."

THE AT,mQl"EROlE

CTTIZF.N HAS!
The finest equipped Job department In New Mexico.
The latent reports by Associated Press and Auxiliary News Service.

"VE GET THE NEWS 1TKST."

eJfie

Cost of

iuincj

The discouraging Item which appeared recently in a dally paper to the
elephant costs now from $100 to $200 more than It
effect that a.
did a year or two ago. has doubtless filled many hearts with dismay and
plunired happy households Into gloom, says the Haltimore News.
This Is really ton much, says the News further: we may learn to do
without shoes, beef, bread, lumber, pins and a few other thlnps we used to
consider bare necessities, now elevated to the exalted plane of luxuries, but
n
what will we do without
elephants?
This horrid Increase In the cost of pachydcrmata Is probably a slpn of
the times, for the price of everything Is on the Jump. Just when It all began is hard to say; It may have been about the time that the cats'-memade his plaintive remark: "Times Is changed," snld the cats' meat man.
VLIg-htIs rls," said the cats'-meman.
However, this may be, the fact remains.
There Is a little town on the eastern shore of the Eastern Shore which
Is founded, not on a rock, but undoubtedly on sand.
iand Is everywhere;
It sifts through houses, blows into eyes crawls Into shoes and makes life
hard for the Inhabitants.
For years a certain housekeeper resident there has every spring employed an old colored man to bring her a load of this prevalent commodity
to spread, on the floor of her hen house; this year she sent for him and made
her usual request. "All right, ma'am, all right," he responded; "I sholy will
bring you that sand; yes ma'am, I'll do dat ting this very day. but ma'am,
cents for dat sand dis here time."
I'll have to charge you twenty-fiv- e
"Nonsense, Tom," answered the lady. "You never did charge more than
fifteen cents, and sand is Just ns plentiful and easy to get ns It ever was."
"Yes, ma'am, I knows dat, but eberything else Is rls, and sand done rls,
too."
full-jtro-

full-grow-

at

at

flew cfeclcraC BuiCding

EVENING

1,200 PUPILS

ABOUT TOWN

FIRST
The city council will hold a meeting tonight In the city clerk's olllce.
The library commission will hold a
fguliir monthly meeting tonight at
the library building.
John Tjtikrns. proprietor
of
the
Pernnd street fruit stand, has moved
to a store at 110 West Gold avenue.
tj
The
Benevolent
will meet tomorrow at 1:30 p.
in., at the office of F. W. Clancy.
Forest Assistant. Balthls. from the
home olllce at Washington, is in the
city today en route to the Gila re
serve.
Born, yesterday to Mr. and Mrs.
Harry Benjamin, of 611 West Marquette avenue, a girl baby weighing
ten pounds.
A marriage license was Issued to
day to Miss May K. Hacher and William E. Guntner, both residents of
this city.
Attorney General A. T. Fall Is expected to reach the city this evening
from Santa Fe to bp present in the
I'nlted States district court tomorrow
when the land cases will be taken

CITIZEN.

School

Crowded-Immacul-

Is to be hoped that Just as little time as possible will be lost in the
erection of the fine new building which has been secured for this city
through the efforts of Delegate W. H. Andrews.

The Citizen yesterday published a brief summary of the plans as received by the delegate.
The Indications are that the new federal building wll be the handsomest
piece of architecture In this city, if not in the entire southwest. It will certainly be a monument to which Albuquerque can point for a good many
years.
The need of such a building is too well known.
We should have had It
long time ago and the sooner we get It now the better the people of Albuquerque will be pleased.
The people of Albuquerque should aid the delegate in Jogging the memory of Washington officials and getting action on the fleW'Dulldlng.

The Kansas City Star pays a tribute of exceeding finesse ; to Colonel
Watterson in commenting upon the destruction of the plant of the Courier-Journby fire recently.
The Star says: "The public may rest secure that
will rise, Phoenlx-likfrom its ashes. It has
the Louisville Courier-Journthat kind of an editor and it is that kind of a newspaper.
If Its cessation
would not eclipse the gayety of the nation. Its absence would .'leave an aching void' that no other publication could fill.
Henry Watterson stands now
In a class wholly by himself.
He !s the sole survivor of, his school of writing.
The brilliancy of his editorials Is accentuated by the isolation of their
quality.
There are no others like them, neither indeed can there be, for
U;ey are fine inspiration from influences and forces which, are visibly on the
"wane, but whlch gave a keen Impetus to genius and to talent of a rare order
Jn the days when Henry Watterson was laying the foundation of his newspaper career.
And so, the 'profession' has come to look upon the gallant
as a sort of plumed knight to be held
chief of the Louisville Courier-JournIn affection and admiration for a certain touch of chivalry wheh blends most
attractively with the vigor and convincing force which he displays as a public exponent and advocate.
Tbe destruction of a great newspaper plant Is,
Inevitably, a most serious affair to its head and owner.
It entails, neces-.sarlldifficulties and embarrassments that are formidable to contemplate,
and calls for the assertion of hopeful courage which persons well past middle
life are not supposed to possess.
But men of the stamp of Watterson are
perennial.
They arise to occasions and they surmount difficulties by the
same power which makes them leaders of thought and the architects of
public opinion."
al

e,

al

al
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The Arizona papers are rejoicing over "the end of Jointure" In a way
that ought to make the average New Mexican sit up and take notice. Arizona appears to think that New Mexico wanted to be Joined with Arizona for
better or for worse. Such an Impression is absolutely wrong. We wanted
If we get single statestatehood even If we had to be Joined with Arizona.
hood, we will appreciate it none the less that Arizona Is not included. New
Mexico can do better alone than with Arizona, but we want statehood of
wme kind. Arizona isn't entitled to statehood anyhow until she wants It
bad enough to work for It without trying to give her neighbors a black eye.
The Arizona papers should quit harping on a chord that Is out of tune with
the rest of the music.
Albuquerque Is the largest city in New Mexico and the prettiest with
one exception.
The exception consists of numerous bill boards on nearly
every vacant lot.
The bill board has seen its day In nearly all the cities of
What can be more unsightly than a wobbly affair of rough boards
the east.
covered with Bcraps of paper.
The paper tears loose from the boards and Is
A bill board In a
scattered about the streets by every breeze that blows.
city like Albuquerque bears about the same resemblance as ft last ypar's bird
The bill bo,irci should go
nst In a handsome bouquet of peach blossoms.
before the big fair when hundreds of people will visit our city and size up our
mode of living.
We don't remember of having heard of a resignation having been handof the Bureau of Immigration, that Institution which,
prior to the last legislative assembly, was "a useless waste of the people's
money," says the San Juun Democrat.
That gent down in Bernalillo county
Who has In his possession this not altogether undtsirable plum should pass
in his resignation Just like the other fellows if the governor does not want
to accept It, he won't.
ed in by members

I

In Coffeyvllle, Kansas, even the preachers have formed a, union and
have entered, an agreement to charge not lem than $5 for conducting funer
A
als, to apply to persons only who are not members of their churches.
fcuperanuuted mnlster was called to a mall town lifteen miles from there.
livery
team and had to buy his own
He paid his car fare and then hired a
supper after he got back to the village. Jle got bis metal up and called a
to
meeting of tlie local minsters' association
consider his plight, which re
sulted In an agreement on prices for future funerals.
The Kaiser "Thanks the gracious dispensation of Heaven and the sword
of his trusty troops" for peace: which reminds one forcibly of Oliver Crom
well's advice to his soldiers "Trust In God and keep your powder dry."
The American Bar Association tabled Indefinitely a resolution declaring
law is the word of God." thereby administering a severe
shock to excitable gentlemen and professional pistol-toter-

that "the unwritten

s.

Secretary Taft has not yet had occasion to rescue any drowning young
ladies, but he has made a good start on his western trip by calming a trairt
load of derailed travelers.
The fact that Edgar Allan Poe has been excluded from the Hall of Fame
is a reflection on the 100 Judges of Immorality not on E. A. P.
The first oysters of the season are on the maiket, but they H a little too
high "for human nature's dally fuod" at 45 cents a small uuart.
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LIKE THE RISING SDN

spreads Its radiance the fame of our store for keeping, comfortable and durable furniture that Is made spreads among the
housekeepers In Albuquerque. We have a new and attractive
stock of furniture for fall and winter use that is worthy the inspection of the connoisseur. Rugs at remarkably low prices.
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ception School Has 170.

The registration at the close of the
first day of the scholastic year of
public schools Just begun,
Is 1.200 pupils, which, according to
Superintendent Sterling. Is about the
same as the registration for the first
lay last year.
The enrollment for
the High school classes Is larger
than any first day enrollment yet recorded, eighty pupils having registerSixty nre registered
ed.
for the
eighth grade and seventy nre already
enrolled in the seventh grade. These
nre large enrollments for both of
these grades.
up.
The Immaculate Conception school
agent of the has 170 pupils enrolled at the close
P. Bahr, advance
Pawnee Bill show, which will per- of the first day session.
form here the latter part of September, arrived In the city this morning with five assistants who will do
TRINIDAD
the preliminary billing of the city.
WON BOTH
Mrs. George L. Brooks, Mrs. F. H.
Kent and Mrs. K. W. Iolson and
daughter, who have been spending a
Tew weeks on the coast of southern
GAMES FROM
California, are expected to return to
their Albuquerque homes during the
latter part of this week.
County Pchool Superintendent A.
ALL STARS
B. Stroup has been appointed superat
intendent of the exhibition halls
the territorial fair. He will have full
rharge of the business relating to all
eThlblts and all exhibitors must ap- on
the Trinidad grounds with the All
ply to him in making their arrangeStars of Denver. The first game went
ments.
to the Trlnldads by a score of 4 to
Miss Jessie Oliver, who presides 3, and the
second game, seven in
over the Postal Telegraph company's nings
went the same
wire at Gallup, when there is no WaV itVbya agreement,
fif H in
Tlia fn
strike on, and chief telephone oper- - t II re of tllA RrorA
rama
BAnnil
Oia iir
ntor for the Gallup Telephone com- - ting of Trinidad,
Auckland pitched
pany, passed through the city this
uenver and sweet did the twirlmorning en route to visit friends at tor
ing for Trinidad.
Dawson, N. M.
Arguments In the case of the 1'nl-- !
ted States vs. the Territory of New RAILROADS FIGHT
Mexico et al, which were began i t
Santa Fe before Jo due Abbott, while
the latter was there attending coiirt
10W RATE LAWS
last week, will be continued at the
Bernalillo county court house tomor10
row morning at
o'clock.
Will Chadwick. of Chas. Ch'adwick
3.
St. Paul. Minn..
Sept.
Judse
& Co., is in Roswell. N. M., receivWilliam Lochren In the I'nlted States
ing 15,000 sheep, which the company district court today began the hearrecently purchased from Pecos val- ing of the argument In the matter of
ley parties.
The sheep will be trail- the application of stockholders
of
ed from the Pecos valley to this railroad corporations
In
Minnesota
county and will be grazed temporar- for a temporary Injunction restrainily on the ranges In this vicinity.
ing the state from attempting to enFrank H. Cole, the expert account- force the community rates contained
ant, was down town yesterday for thj In the law passed by the legislature
passenlirst time after undergoing an opera- last winter, and the two-cetion at St. Joseph hospital. Mr. Cole ger rate law. and also the merchanis ns genial as ever and will soon be dise rates ordered by the railroad
able to again assume his duties a commission last year. The hearing
bookkeeper and paymaster for the today Is an application for a teminjunction
pending
Mogollon Gold and Copper company. porary
final
Judgment.
Three men. Frank Geerning,
Garcia and Thomas Bell were
arraigned before Police Judge Crais
this morning on the charge of drunkenness. The first two were sentenced
to pay a fine of $5 each or serve
five days in Jail and Bell was given
the choiice of paying a $10 fine or
serving ten days in Jail.
Manager Jay Huhbs of the territorial fair association will leave tomorrow on a trip north In the interest of the fair. He will meet C.
Three Chinamen escaped from Jail
H. Webster who has charge of the at Douglas. Ariz., Sunday night. They
advertising car, anrtr, together they were to have been deported the next
will visit Rocky Ford to distribute day. There Is no trace of them.
advertising matter. The car will not
proceed to Rocky Ford.
The United States court, now In
An aged Indian
woman named session at Alamogordo. N. M., with
Clara Green was arrested last night Judge E. A. Mann presiding, has 25
for being drunk and using profane criminal and loo civil cases on th
language. She was round lying near docket.
the railroad tracks and taken to the
Five Tombstone, Ariz., youths leave
police station. In court this morning
she denied that she ever drank or tomorrow for Roswell, N. M where
used profane language. Sentence was they go to enter the military acad
deferred and an effort is being made emy, which Is becoming a popular
to discover who sold her liquor.
western military school. The party
Mr. and Mrs. Jose E. Chavez re Includes Sam Harrow, George Scheer-e- r,
George Brown, Rinaldo Miano
turned to their home at Helen lust
night after an extended honeymoon and William Cavanagh. of the boys
Barrow returns to complete hii
Sam
They visited all the
trip abroad.
important cities of the old country, second year.
Mr. Chaves taking his bride to scenes
AVIth his face partly eaten away by
already familiar to him. Mr. Chaves
Af- rats, the dead body of Steven Johnhas spent many years abroad.
ter a short slay at Helen, where Mr. son, aged about 5, one of the oldChaves has large interests which est and best known men in Blsbee.
came to h'm from his father's es Ariz., having lived In that section at
tate, Mr. and Mrs. Chaves will go to least 17 years, as well as being a resi.
Denver, where they also have a resi dent of Cochise county a number of
years longer, was found yesterday
dence.
morning in the 'onm he had been
Madam Steward-Lamthe South occupying
at the Central lodging
Second street
milliner, and her
on Main
street by George
trimmer. Miss Struusenback, have re house
w
Urldgeford,
ho had become alarmed
turned from spending the summer In at
seeing
the old man for severthe large wholesale millinery houses al not
days and had determined to Invisiting
of the east. Madam Iinib
vestigate the cause of his absence
the establishments of New York, and from
his usual haunts.
Miss Slrausenback those of Chicago.
Madam Lamb bought the largest
following are new Arizona
The
stock of fine millinery ever purchas
ed by any one house in .New Mexico. corporations: Federal Car and FounThe goods are now on the road, ship dry Co., of Mexico, capital stock,
Incorporators, E. F. Young
ped by express and are expected moJ. C. Phillips; Utah Allegheney Oil
mentarily.
$1,000,000; incorThe masquerade ball given at the Co., capital stockHunter,
John
Casino last night by the Ellis' or- porators.W. A.11. F.Brodle,
Linde-i- .
chestra as a benefit for the American George Lenter, W. A.Alfred
D.
I'awson,
Lumber company band was a social Lucey; Malton Development Co., capisuccess.
A large number were pres tal stock
$1UO.OOO;
incorporators,
ent, and there were Humorous and
C. liaigraves.
F.
Herbert
varied costumes. After four dances Samuel
Williams,
Cape
Robinson;
R.
Foster
In which only the maskers took part
Co., capital stock,
masks were ordered off and the regu Horn Milling
incorporators, W. P. Lynch.
lar program of twenty dances start Win. Wilson,
i
ed. The music was the best and the Uendrick, V. M.r. It. Heiidrl, C. M.
Ream.
floor was In fine condition having
been thoroughly waxed, and the af t'liuiiilM'rliiin s Colic. Cholera and
fair was Indeed a pleasant one.
Diarrhoea Remedy. Better
W. H. Hahn, proprietor of t'.ie Cer-tillTIiiiii Tli lit: IkK'tort
coal yards, returned this morn"Three years ago we had three
ing from California after a six weeks' aoctors with our little boy and everyabsence from the city. Mr. Hahn thing that they could do seemed in
wa
away during the time that the vain. At last when all hope seemed
coal question received so much pubto be gone we began using Chamlicity.
When asked today what his berlain's Colic. Cholera and Diarviews of the situation were, he said rhoea Remedy and in a few hours he
that he would rather not discuss the began to Improve. Today he is as
fuel situation at ail.
lie said that healthy a child as parents wish for."
his company was doing ail thai it
Mrs. B. J. Johnston, Linton, Miss.
could to relieve the situation
and For sale by all druggists.
thai they could do no more than
their best. Mr. Hahn said that he
On 30 Days Approval.
preferred not to talk about coal.
The Ieggett & Piatt No. 1 spring
Considering the recent heavy rains never sags. Vegetable. The Japa
and the deplorable state of the streets nese down mattress never packs or
immediately afterward.
the present lumps. Full size mattress rug weighs
condition leaves little to complain of.
lbs. We will take your old spring
Street Commissioner Martin Tierney In part payment.
3TB.
Telephone
is to be
upon the Futrelle Furniture
commended
Company, West
promptness with which he tackled End Viaduct.
the Jb of cleaning up and the results
that have been attained. Sunday, LaLife Insurance.
bor and every day since the rains
For twenty-fiv- e
cents you can now
he has had as big a force as waa Insure yourself and family against
available tilling In holes and draining any bad results from an attack of
off the pools of watercolic or diarrhoea during the sumThe
sunshine, also, which is
mer months. That Is the price of a
duty again, deserves praise for bottle of Chamberlain's Colic, Cholits able assistance In drying up tlif era and Diarrhoea Remedy, a medistreets.
cine that has never been known to
Buy it now. It may save life.
fall.
TOO LATE TO i l..W"TX.
rur rale l y all druggists.
De Witt's Carbonized Witch Hazel
WANTED Cook on private car go.
Ing to California.
Inquire 1. C. -' Salve penetrates the pores and heals
Car Mitchell at Santa Fe depot. quickly. Sold by J. H. O'Rlelly & Co.
1
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China Treasures
are usually acquired piece by piece, odd or In sets. We have some
ne "pick-ups- "
for you. An.l they're rare bargains. Prettiest
novelties in art wares ever offered for sale In this town. Exquisite designs and dainty decorations In china and glassware at
amazingly low prices. Beautiful dinner sets $10 and up. Handsome toilet sets $6.50 and up. Splendid values.
fl
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Strong Block
Corner 2d and Copper

.

I

J

Winchester Repeaters
Remington Automatics 25
L. C. Smith Guns
Colts
Iver Johnson and Har-- Jg
nngton 6t Kichardson .v
Revolvers

Ml

1 A Good Gun

una
1 Ammunition
tft

4?
3ft

U

Ammunition By the Car Load
If

yu need anything

in this line call or write to us
Our Prices Can't be Beat

ij

McINTOSH HARDWARE CO.

1

Ca-ml- lo

Territorial
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Our sort of School Clothes puts a Boy on his metal
and his manliness stands right out. They're just
right. Don't think of buying cheap or inferior Clothes
for a School Boy. It won't pay. It never pays ! Our
School Suits can not be made better or priced lower.
Our prices and quality agree.
S-.

2.

Our sort of School Suits are made from the most durable
Cheviots and Cassimeres. Sewed with
strong-butto- ns
on with ttrong linen thread. Every point where
strain comes is reinforced. Nothing omitted that would
add to the appearance of the Suit. And yet we name
such moderate prices as- 2m
Silk-lini-

We

ngs

$3.00, $4.00, $5.00, $6. OO or $7.00
School Suit
sell

guarantee

to

we

every

hold

up

to the

high

standard

we

represent.

M. M ANDELL

b,

d.
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NOTICE l'OIl PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior, Land Of- fice at Santa Fe. N. M.
August 19. 1907.
Notice Is hereby given that Desl- derlo Carabajal, of Atrlseo, N. M.,
has filed notice of his intention to
make final five year proof in support
or lils claim, viz: Homestead Entry
No. 7260, made September 29. 1902.
for the E M NE i. E ',4 SE H. Section 30. Township 11 N, Range 2 W.,
and that said proof will be made before H. W. S. Otero, U. S. court commissioner, at Albuquerque, N. M., on
October 6, 1907.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence upon, and cultivation of, the land, viz:
Juan Baca y Anoya, Romulo Chav-Jua- n
Castas, Donaciano Tapla, all
of Atrlseo, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Register.

Kennedy's
Laxative
Cough Syrup
COHTAIirS HONEY AHD TAR
Relieves Colds by working-- them out of
the system through a copious and healthy
actloo'of the bowels.
Coughs by cleansing the
Relieves
mucous membranes of the throat, chest
end bronchial tubes.
MAl pleasant to the taste
M Maple Sugar"

Children Like
For BACKACHE

J.

11.

PiUi-- Sun

O lUEl.LV & CO.

PRESCRIPTIONS

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

203

At Consistent
Prices

I

2

lis

1

II

Fffl

I r I

WEST RAILROAD AVE-KU- E
NEXT TO BANK OP
COMMERCE.

i-- i

1

.1

I

mwi rJ

mmmt
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We Have Just Received a Full
Line of Carpets and Rugs
Come and See Them.

OUR PRICES ARE THE LOWEST

FABER'S
It ALBERT
Central Avenue

WEAK KIDNEYS Try

OsWltft Kldqtf uH Bladder

WE FILL

ud Slfi

308-31- 0

vV.

..Staab Building

I

sr.pTi'Mnr.n s,

ti fshw.
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TREACHEROUS
K

E

EVENING

'ALBUQUERQUE

1007.

PUERCO FIRST

CLAIMS TWO MORE

REGIMENT

CITY-

ALGQDONES

lVtTee, Teas' and Spices a Specialty.
Etcrythinsr hi market alun on hand
"THE BEST ALWAYS."
R08 W. Central Ave.
Phone 2.1H

OAS

-

R

The place to get any
thing; in the line ot the
famous brand
CLUB HOUSE
CANNED FRUITS

and VEGETABLES
P

A full line always in

stock

Our Prices ARE right
You know the goods

TyTTrTIIXXTTTTTXXXXXXXXXXX
CXDOCXXXXXXJCXXXIOCXXXKXXXXXXJ

Home

Bonlto Armljo and Son Drown Socorro County Fair Associa- Strong Indications of Oil and
a Mountain of
tion Believes In Havat Casa
ing Good Music.
Aarblc.
Sal-aza- r.

Meager news of the drowning of
son In the llin Puerco last
Friday, when that stream was badly
swollen from rain reached the city
last night.
The father's name was Honito Ar- tiiljo, a prominent ranchman living
of the Rio Puereo, and the son
wst
was llonlto, Jr., 18 years of age. The
drowning took place Ht the ford at
sa .Stlazar. a small village about
forty miles west of here and north
of the railroad.
The young man
went In the stream first believing
that he could wade it. He soon got
He
In beyond his depth.
couldn't
swim and yelled to his father for
help. The father could not swim
either but he bravely went to the
rescue of his bov and he too was
Persons standing on the
drowned.
hank of the stream at the ford saw
the accident and went to the rescue
of the drowning men with ropes but
the rushing water carried them down
and under. The search for the bodies
continued all Friday night but they
were not recovered until the next
morning after the water had sub
sided, when they were found a half
mile below the ford caught In some
drift.

23.500

CooEimg'

That the Socorro county fair asso
ciation proposes to pull off the ap
proaching Socorro rounty fair, whicn
occurs September 28 ,19 and 30th, to
the tune of llrst class music is prov
en by the fact that the services of
the First Regiment band of this has
been secured. The deal was made
yesterday,
and arrangements were
made that were satisfactory to both
parties concerned.
The band will leave here on the
evening of the 27th. arriving in So
corro the following morning In time
to open the fair. The First Regiment band Is considered one of the
finest musical organization In Xew
Afexleo. It has filled engagements at
Denver and El Paso on various occasions, and has been one of the
music producers of territorial fairs
of the past.

SHEEP

CROSS-

ONION

aft

-

acrops the llarelas bridge. The van
uard of the herd arrived on the
mesa southeast of the city last evening and have today been crowded toward the city so that by tonight the
whole herd will be close in.
The scene of the sheep crossing the
river will be worth going to see. On
account of the bridge not being over
strong considerable care will be taken to see that too many animals do
not get on it at once.
It is estimated that the structure
will safely hold fire sheep a breast
from end to end and they will be
driven across so that this ratio will
not be exceeded, and with the best
success the 23,000 cannot be gotten
across in less than five nours. The
herd will probably be the greater
part of the day crossing.

IK.
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Special at Skating rink Thursday
night "Tutr of War" on roller
skates. Eight men. Also exhibition fry Mr. fortes of driving sixty nails in a minute, blindfolded.
Admission. Including Skates, 25c
LADIES FREE.

Galvanized

iTrT"

Mi
3

1.1"

it

c2s
V

General

Cornices,
J

Tin

Roofin?.

Guttering, etc.

Jobbing

305 West Gold
ArlmlMwion, lOc
45 Minutes

of Amusement

Crystal Theatre
HONGS:

Weeping Willow fchadeM.
Smile on Me.
The Deserter.
Stormy Winds Do J (low.

Program:
Tliirsty Siildier.
Italy.

J. It.

KCOTTI.

DlNsDAI.E.

pro-bal-

e

court this morning, the following matters were brought before
Probate Judge Jesus Romero:
The last will and testament of
Rellitas Fernandez de tionzales wim
proven and admitted
probate.
to
Manuel y Ipez was appointed executor without bond.
The petition of Carlos Lopez y
Ruiz praying to tie appointed administrator of the estate of Isabelita Gar.
iiond
cia de L)pez was approved.
1200.
The final report of Jennie Girard
and Mrs. Gragoie. administratrix of
the estate of Claude Girard, deceas
ed, was approved and the adminis
tratrix discharged.
The penition of Carlos Lopez praying to be appointed administrator of
the estate of Lopez was approved.
Bond

$2,000.

in the matter of the estate of R.
It appearing to the
Hindman, heretofore
court that J.
Appointed administrator of the said
estate, tendered his resignation which
wu
accepted Mav
lat, and it
further appearing that no property
said,
came
estate
of the
into his pos
session while such administrator and
tiie court being fully advised, re
leased the surety on the bond of the
said Hindman from all libility.
The last will and testament of Jas.
Henry Richardson.
deceased, was
probate.
proved and admitted
to
Warren Graham and S. T. Vann were
appointed executors. Bond J1S.O0O.
the petition of the administrator
of the estate of Jose Guadalupe Ortega and Ana M. Armijo de Ortega,
to be allowed to sell personal property belonging to the estate, was approved.
The surety on the bond of J. O.
Hindman. formerly administrator of
the estate of R. O. Hindman. deceased, but now resigned, was released
The court was adjourned until the
fir-- t
Monday in October.

(. iiindman: O.

G"t a free sample ot Dr. Snoop's
"Health Coffee" at our store. If real
otTee disturbs your Stomach, your
Heart or Kidneys, then try this clever
Dr. Shoop has
Coffee imitation.
closely matched Old Java, and Mocha
Coffee In flavor and taste, yet It na
a slngie grain of real Coffee In 11.
Class not
Dr. Shoop's Health Coffee Imitation
oi
is made from pure toasted grain
Mlda
rereals. with Malt. Nuts, etc.
You
No tedious wait.
In a minute.
4 by C. V.
will suiely l'ke It.

HOTEL PALACE
OVYtN

COURT

At the monthly session of the

MiisJ.nl Director.

Everything New and First
Kates Reasonable
Opposite Depot

COUNTY

PROBATE

Sky

ana storage
Tanks, H o t
Air Furnaces,

BAIL

Socorro, N. M., Sept. 3. (Sjievinl.)
Pitcher O'Bannon. who was knocked down in yesterday's ball gamet
and thought to have been seriously-hurby Pitcher
by a ball thrown
Hagerman, was able to leave his bed
this morning and this afternoon let'.
Socorro on freight train No. 100 for
Albuquerque.
O'Bannon was ud to bat, when a
In
the
him
quick inshoot struck
He fell and had to be
abdomen.
taken to the hotel. It was feared
at first that some of his ribs were
broken and that he was otherwise
severely if not seriously Injured. A
proved there
surgical examination
were no grounds for these fears. The
man only had the breath knocked
out of him.
BERNALILLO

C. F. Allen

t'ROlV

Santa Fe Restaurant
Open Day and Night.

Meal at all Hours. First Class Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobsters
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily.

Crcham.

CONCEPTION

The Albun;ueriue union labor orga
nlzations made no public demonstra
lion yesterday, but that there are
many strong unions In the city was
evident last night at Central Labor
The hall was
Union headquarters.
crowded and the leading address by
Charles D. Chelholm. of the CentraJ
Eabor union of New York, was
heartily enjoyed. There was a spread,
a tonstmaking. the leaders of the local unions taking part.
The reception committee consisted
of W. H. Dowd, Rudolph Blelgler,
Iawrence Mann,
William lirown,
Herman Grundman, Joseph Montano
Philip Metz, Daniel Dry. Nicholas
Wnganow, Philip
lirown, jtoneri
Sloan, Al. Johnson. David Cox, Ralph
Temperley, tieoree Tilford.

WELL

KNOWN

The immaculate Conception paro
chial school opened Its doors this
morning to receive 170 bright faced
little pupils and berore noon touay,
the seven Instructors had the work
of organization well under way.
This attendance breaks all records
In the history of the school for the
opening day.
The Immaculate conception scnooi
the
Kives a thorough schooling In
common educational branches.
tne
Father A. Mandalarl. pastor or vis
Immaculate Conception church,
morning
and
ited the school this
aided in the work of organizing the
children Into their proper grades. He
mnde a short talk for the benefit of
the pupils on the Importance of an
education.
"The school Is In a flourishing
condition," said Father Mandalarl
todav. "and we expect the most successful year in its history."

Superior Lumber and Mill Go.
Champion Grocery

Co.!

We have the only planing mill In the southwest that Is equipped to make Sash. Doors, Mouldings, Store Fronts and Fixture or
anything that a first class planing mill Is expected to do at reasonable prices. Write or call on us before placing your order for mill
work.

Meats. Staplo and Fancy
Groceries, Seasonable Fruits mid
Kre-l- i

SOUTH OF VIADUCT

Vegetable.
R

11 01
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HENRY'S
Cleaning and Pressing Works

THE NEW CITY DIRECTORY

iS NOW COMPLETED,
FOR DISTRI-

AND READY

Ladies' and Gentlemen's Clothes, Cleaned,
Pressed and Repaired. Goods Called for
n
and Delivered.
Orders Given
Prompt ttention
LET US CALL FOR YOUR CLOTHES
MRS. ROSE HENRY, Albuquerque, N. Mex.

BUTION. SEND THE BOY

PRICE IS $1.

I09-11-

Meat, Poultry and Fish

j
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THE VALLEY RANCH

A,

DICSFJtYK

In ft hurry, wire
at Glor-letwliat train yon will take and come on up.
you.
to GlorletA Is SS.60; the stage fare to the
rate at the .knell la SB per week.
that you have a good time. The fishing la

If you want to got to a cool place

Children's Eyes

X. M., telling us
Our wagon will meet
The round trip fare
ranch la SI and the
We will try to see
good.

7W

Savoy.
D. O. Holeman and wife, E. C.
Chapman. Los Angeles; Mrs. M. Kin-ne- ll
and daughter. Kl Paao.
"
Alvarado.
Hartford,
Mary Buckley,
Miss
rvinn . Miss Alice H. Dav. New York;
1
V.A.
F. O.
.'i'llTll!
I.mlann
Chambers, Kansas CitjT t,. A. Ow- Ings, Trinidad; Max Kaiter, isania re;
W. P. Uarslde. Guthrie, Okla.; J.
u.iMiui-,M
Denver: Lou P. Stepn
ens, Lima, Ohio. E. H. Cramer and
wife, Silver City; G. B. Brandon, St.
Louis; Miss A. IS. Glinarn.

Tel. 480

iroooexxooooooooooexooco

211 W. Central, Tel. 628

Your

W. Silver, Rear Savoy Hotel.

1

& WITH

SCHWARTZMAN

Cralgc.

which Is conducted under the name
of Schmidt & Peters of New York
Is contemplating coming to Albuquer- que In a private ear with a party
of friends to visit the territorial fair.
Mr. Gurneau Is the American agent
for the Clicquot champagne and the
man who is responsible for the Ik
quot stake race which will be held
here. He is a schoolmate of
Sturgf.
ernor Otero and Intimately acquaint
Tex.; Mrs
It. C. Williams, MDallas,
ed with many of the most prominent
M
J. F. Gib'
nihn uilui
men in New Mexico. While here he bons. Wichita, Kan.; C. F. Spader,
will probably go on a hunting trip Bernalillo; John W. Sullivan, nagan;
In the Jemez mountains.
George n
Bland;
J. A. Conrad,
Pratt, Laguna; J. I". Goodlander, St
R. A. Avery, Mugdalena; Mrs
Louis;
YARDMASTER TAKES
L. R. lltubcock, Kelly.
C

Out-of-tow-

OFFICE FOR A COPY. THE

T. J. Hanna, San Marcial; Clarence
Wesley Patten, El Paso; R. W. Kes-se- l.
El Pao; H. J. Bishop, Kansas
City; J. It. Plunnett, El Paso.

TO EAIR

N, M.

ALBUQUERQUE,

fXXXTXTOOOOOOOOOCXTOOOOOOOOOO

HOTK.Ii AIUUVAI-S- .

LIQUOR

Hnv oy Hotel
E. SUNTAAGG, Proprietor

C.

AROUND TO THE CITIZEN

Joseph Gurneau. one of the larg
est wholesale liquor Importers In the
county and proprietor of the business

PITCHER INJURED
BY SWIFT

IMMACULATE

BANQUET

Tomorrow morning early W. H.
OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCJOOOOCXJOCOU Scott, of the Salt Hlver Valley, Ari
zona, will begin driving 23,0110 sheep

,.

LEADERS

Dr. M. K. Wylder, who upent Sun- rt.y at Algodones with F. W. Sawyer
looking over the resources of that
part of the country, said this morning that the much talked of resources
were certainly there.
, "We saw a small mountain of mar
ble, and a large ledge of gypsum."
said the Doctor. "We saw a large
ledge if brick shale, and round oil
stone that when broken open smell
Just like petroleum Itself. The indications for oil are very good. I believe that oil will be struck If R Is
gone down after.
"We also visited tne roni nems
near there, and we found the coal.
It Is there and apparently In large
I believe that a railroad
quantities.
nine miles long built from Algodones
to these coal mines would give Albu
querque $5 coal.
Dr. Wylder said that the Tonque
Pressed Bllck and Tile company had
already begun work on the new bricK
plant to be built at Algodones.

SCHOOL BREAKS RECORD

Hotel

f

LABOR

TOAST AND

Strictly at

Roller Rink

Where to Dine Well

rxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxTorxxxxxxx)

father and

iivi;

T. rsr. LINVILLIJ

STAPH: AND I'ANCY GROCERIES
llcwt. Grade of Elonr.

214 Central Avenue,
B

FAGK

SAND OR. WYLDER SAYS THAT

TO GO TO GEM

A. J. MALOY

CITIZEN.

Pecos, New Mexico

THE VALLEY RANCH

J-'- '

o,

YOl'll niGHF.ST cox.
SI DERATION.

FACTS

Xegleot of t liein now. during their
school njrc when the strain is great,
may mean much suffering In after
life, which Is aslly uvoidtHl nmv. Let
us examine them; we will tell you
their exact condition without charge.

can't be rubbed out. Here are soma:
Paint la the only preservative known,
for buildings; the better the paint tho

C. K. CARNES, O. D.
The Central
114 Central

longer it lasts. The M. A P. paints
are rich In color, durable and don't
peel off. If you are painting your
house or barn use M. & P. paints.

Avenue Optician
Tlione 452.

AT.

ex-G-

Consult

a

Reliable

lull

Set of Teeth
Gold l llllng
S1.50 np
SB
Gold Crow.is

Dentist

RIO

LUMBER

GRANDE

CO.

Phone 8

$8

Corner Third and Marquette

Painless Extracting.. . .M)c
tflf.Hn. I f Viitriil-- .
Vegas; E. II. ALL WORK
Pearse Stuart, Laa
AnsOI.ITJ.XV
Wco
Ui Veirim: .1. J. Brown. Ros- well;' D. C. Welsh. Las Vegas; Jose
Y. Aragon, Jesus leanuaieroso, cu
3.
Kl Paso, Tex., Sept.
Because corro.
he was unable to find work Martin
S. Scanlon, formerly yardmaster for
TFXEGIIAPIUC MARKETS.
the Santa Fe at San Marcial, N. M.,
who had been in El Paso for only
St. IxhiIh Wool Mnrket.
steady
two weeks, committed suicide here
3.
Wool
St. Louis. Sept.
by taking carbolic acid as he sat on Turriinrv uii.i western mediums 20 ti
the curb in front of the Bisbee cafe 25ijj; tine medium 19fi23; tine 17
PUS. COPP and PETTTT.
on St. Louis street.
(a 20c.
ROOM 12. X. T. ARMIJO BLDG.
The man was seen acting strangely
by some of the roomers of the Alber
tide-agIJvoitork.
to. house across the street.
He sat in
Chicago. Kept. 3. Cattle receipts TTXXT1
a dejected attitude and presently be
tXXIXXT
8,oo0.
Market steady to shade M
gan to cry out as In mortal pain. about
The
cows M
Parisian
4. 1.1
7.30:
Beeves
lower.
Persons ran to his assistance and the $
1.304c G. 30; Texas steers J3.50T5.00
police were summoned, but he died
calves 5.fiOffi7.50; western $4,20fr?
before the police station was reach 6.00;
$2.60 f
Blockers and feeders
ed.
120 South Fourth SI.
apparently 5.00.
The dead man was
Sheep receipts about 13.000. Marabout 34 years of age and according
Western $3.001.1.55:
steadv.
to letters found on him had a wife ket
Hair
Fetal Maitafe M
Dreasltif
$5.40 i 6.35 lambs $5.G04v
and two little sons, Thomas anil John yearlings
Shtmpooinf
Elcctrolosl
$ 5.00 It 7.50.
7.50;
western
and an aunt, all living in San MarScalp Treatment
Manicuriaf
cial. The letters showed that his relChildren's Hair Cultlnr
Kansas City Livestock.
atives had been sending him money
reKansas) City, Sept. 3. Cattle
while here. A letter from his wife
We manufacture all
klnda
dated the 27th spoke of her sorrow ceipts 13.000. including 1,500 southof Ladles' Hair Uooda. Comat his being unable to lind work, but erns. Market 5 to 10 lower. Southern
Pompaplete
line
fiwltchea.
of
cows
admonished him to be brave. Two steers $3.401i 4.75; southern
dours. Puffs, Wigs, etc.
letters from his little sons were also $2.0ofi 3.40; Blockers
and feeders
REAL HAIR NETS
found. One was written in a child- $3.2511 f.. 50; bulls $2.J.'i 'it 3.75; calves
sanitary
Hair Rolls.
French
$4. 00 4
ish hand by a little one just learning $4,0016.50; western st ers
new pomp Wave. All
The
to form his letters.
5. 50; western cows $ 2.50 1 4.0o.
shades to be worn under the
(scanlon had evidently made prepSheep receipts 5O0O. Market steady
hair Instead of ruffing one's
aration for the deed, for he had IjirnhH $.50li 7.25; range wethers
own
novelties In back and aide
written on a card his name with the $5.00$5.60; fed ewes $4,501( 5.30.
combs.
object of Identification. The card
contained the words, "M. S. Scanlon,
Kodol for Indigestion and DyspepSan Marcial, N. M., wife, Margaret, sia Is a preparation of vegetable acids
Mr. and Mrs. James Slaughter,
San Marcial."
and contains the same Juices found
Proprietors
It digests
In a healthy stomach.
what you eat. Sold by J. II. O'Kiel-l- y XXXXXXXX
CXXXXXXA

POISON AT EL PASO

These Are

J5L!

asps

mm

Beauty Parlors

CAUSED

Aztec Saloon Keepers Were so TieLletl
Willi the Iteuntv of the Tiil.-4-- l

Tluit They Forgot Tliclr
Licen.se.

H

T

I I XX 1 IIIIXTXIIXIXXXTXXXMH

3

HOME

3

OUTFITTERS

A

Line of Rubbera

KEEP INKING.
!t NI HATERS.
EECEI1TERS.
PENCIL STMIS.
INK PARS.
AIL TIME SAVIJIS.

Miss PIIILHRICK'S KINDERGARTEN"

IV;;
' ftT
.1

Days

Easy Terms

and

1

Low Prices

Albuquerque Carriage Co.
Corner First and Tiler as Road.
SPENDING
TOO MUCHl MONEY?
A certain man opened a checking account
with us not long ago. He deposited in the
Bank what cash he had, and paid all bills
by check. Before long, he discovered that he
was earning enough and spending too much.
His checking account gave him a complete

8

r

record of all receipts and expenditures. To-tathis man is saving regularly because be
opened a checking account with us. You
can have the same experience at no expense.
y,

A

M

Every Thing
Iieputy V. S. Marshal J. 11. Smith
R
left this morning for Santa Fe with
Necessary for
two prisoners who will be tried be-f8
Housekeeping
the r. S. court in that city. The
prisoners are
Fiv.nk and lvlwurd
H
LI1HGOW
8.
Aztec,
of
who
were arrested
liodson
last July on the charge of violating
Book Binder
DAVIS & ZEARINC
the general revenue law, they having sold Ii'iuor without exposing their
Rubber Stamp Maker
30S W. Gold Ave.
license.
The two men have been
routined In the liernalillo county Jail. KXXXXXXXXXXXXXXIXXXXXXXXXH
312 W. Gold. Phone, 924
It. V. Hryan. of this city, appears
as counsel for the Lodson brothers.
The defense will make the plea
that the defendants are worthy of cooooooorxxxxxxDooocoooooo
the leniency of the court. They did
display their liquor license, but the
license was covered up bv a (deco
VIL,L,OlKN" SKPT.O. "
rator, who placed paper deeYratlons
C lub Kullding
011 West Gold Avenue
Woman's
In
the
on the Interior of their sulooq. ,
wr jeur. of IHI weeks; 7.ao S'r quarter of 9 weeks,
Tuition. ;
.
payable in lulvamx-- Mls Phiibrick will he at Kiu.lei'i;arten all day
Mrs. Ve;erfeld will ope tip 'her
.
Saturday, September 7lli.
noarinng nux? hept. 1, 1107, al 511
South Broadway.

Buying

SJ7

i.

& Co.

ARREST

Carriage

.!

enjoy the summer months? If you
Do you Intend buying
enlcle
do don t pass us by. we aon 1 urge you to Duy an expensive vehicle
many
good
styles
within
we have
the range of modest Incomes.
Top Buggies. Runabouts, Stanhopes, Surreys and Spring Wagons of
all kinds. Don't stay away because you are not rich. Come and see

:

PAPER DECORATIONS

IVJS

WE INVITE YOUR ACCOUNT

THE BANK OF COMMERCE
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $200,000

PATT: SON
Oottrclii
' find
ilt
Her Avenue.
W. U.

311-31-

3

Wen

SI

AUlUOAERQCE,

NEW MEXICO

Telephone

67.

Citizen Wan! Ads for Results

VACiT.

'ALBUQtJERQfTE

SIX.

Hughes, Marques 2. Passed balls
McDonald. Earned runs Clifton
Albuquerque 4.

1,

ScomkI fin mo.

rntsrr game.
ALBUQUERQUE

8;

CLIFTON

4

SECOND GAME.
CLIFTON

6;

ALBUQUERQUE

3

Tho Clifton baseball team rame
and Is none, and It took away with It
the laurels of one of the series of
three games.
On Sunday when the Brownies defeated the visitors and had trouble
keeping the score within respectable
limits. It looked like a shame to take
the money, but the dope went wrong
yesterday In the last game of a
double header.
The locals had little trouble winning the first setto, making
four
scores In the first Inning and three
in the second. A dapper young man
bjr the name of Collins, whose cloth-e- n
seemed to have grown on him he
looked so neat, went In for Clifton
but only lasted one round. lie was
succeeded in the second inning by a
short haired man by the name of
Harmon, The latter started off very
slowly but made a whirlwind finish
and pitched seventeen Innings.
Harmon's introduction was greeted by three hits and a sacrifice,
which, assisted by an error, gave the
Brownies three more runs. Then
Mr. Harmon settled down and there
was very little more doing for the
tribe of Matson. One In the seventh
inning the Brownies bunched two
hits, which resulted in a run, and
twice In the second game they did
likewise, resulting in one run on one
occasion and two runs on the other.
Mr. Harmon, whose name
should
have been Hermon the Great, kept
his hits so well scattered that with
the eceptlon of two innings, the score
board showed nothing but horse collars for the Brownies.
While Harmon was handing the locals bunches of goose eggs, the boys
In red from the mining camp were
lighting on the local Ipltehers, and
little binglea here and there at opportune moments assisted by errors
of great magnitude at critical moments, made the games very close
ones.
Crable won his game by his own
acrobatic frame. He struck out thirteen men and threw five of the remaining fourteen out from the pitcher's box.
But though weak the Brownies
showed up behind Crable, In what
little play was left to them, they
were still weaker behind Oalgano.
And the heretofore invincible Joe
was a little oft, too. However the
last game the one won by Clifton
was the more interesting of he two
and the more exciting. The 700
fans who filled the grand stand yelled themselves hoarse for the brown
and the red alike. Every player was
given his dues. If It was error the
yell that went up was "rotten." If
the play was meritorious the player
was applauded.
The visitors were
accorded the most applause.
was the Waterloo
inning
The third

for the locals In the second game.
Ioran opened the fireworks with a
single past first. Marques sent one to
center field, but the ball was fielded
before Doran could get past second.
There were two men on bases and
no outs. The situation looked serious for the Brownies but the real
after
trouble did not occur until
Crittenden knocked an easy one to
Diamond at second. His pugginess
fielded the ball cleverly and tagged
It
Marques as he ran to second.
looked like a sure double, and the
cloud that had obscured the situation
a moment before was about to disappear when Diamond. Instead of
throwing the ball to Shay at first,
threw It at the Judges' box. Doran
romped home and Crittenden went
to third. O'Brien flew out to Kunz,
but the next man up hit past short
and another run scored. Little Charlie Daniels got his bat In front of tue
next one and laid It down In front of
the plate. In his hurry Captain McDonald hit the runner In the back
and Charlie was safe. A stolen base
and another hit made the sum total
of four scores and won the game.
Another parachute ascension in the
fourth cost the Hrownies anmner run
and Clifton was handed a final run
In the ninth by an error by Diamond.
Fir game:

CLIFTON.
AB. R. H. P.
Players
Crittenden, ss . . . 5 1 0 1
O'Brien, 2b .... B 1 1 4
1
3
2
4
Brock, c
1
0 1
4
Daniels, cf
4
2
0 2
Harold v. 3b ....
3
2
0 1
Harmon, p
2
4
0 1
Hughes, If
2
4
111
Doran. lb
1
1
4
0
Marquez, rf
.

Total

Plavers

Kunz.
Shny

37

8

9

EVEXTXO

PARS

FALL AND WINTER

Oalgnno, p
Clancy ss
Diamond. 3b
Graham. If
Rathburn. 3b
McHugh. cf
Mclx.nald. c
Crable

....

...
....

1

0
0
0
0
0

2
3
3

1

0

0

1

2
3

AXD UNSURPASSED FACILITIES

0

2

27 14

6

0
0
0
0
6

1
1
1

2
1
2
1 14
0 2
0 2
2
0
1
1
1
2

0
0

0
0

4

1

1

0

0

0

0

BANK OF COMMERCE of ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

1

0

2
2

E AFFAIRS

0
0

1

More Extravagance in Millinery Line

EXTWDS

CAPITAL

Though Creations Will Be

SOLOMON

1

0
3
0

0

J. JOIINSOV,

Awlxtant Cashier.

J.

C. BALDUIDGE,

O. E. CROMWELL.

A. M. BLACK WELL

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.
A LBUQUKRQUm

NSW MEXICO

Capital and surplus, $100,000

INTEREST

IS

ALLOWED

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
NEW MEXICO
....Prwldrat

JOSHUA 8. RATNObDS
M. W. FLOURNOY
FRANK UcKU
K. A. FROST
a. r. RAYNOLDf

be nothing quite so swell as the fur
trimmed hat. The happy combina-

tion of fur and tine feathers never
fails to be stylish.
Brown bids high for favor and for
almost make you cry to see the price those to whom It Is becoming there
Is
nothing more efTective. Contrary
figures on them. Feathers and fur!
Feathers and fur! And how those to last winter's fad this year's hat
fluffy adornments do draw on your must correspond with the coat or
suit.
purse!
The style makers must think we
women are made of money, because
Piles get quick ana certain relief
the extravagance of our hats Is be- from Dr. Snoop's Magic Ointment
coming worse every year. I really Please note It is made alone for
don't know where it's all going to Piles, and its action la positive and
end.
certain. Itching, painful, protruding
The hat pictured above will be the or blind piles disappear like magic by
gla
Large nickel-cappe- d
basic mode for a good many others Its use.
for the very cold season. There will Jars SO cents, gold by all dealers.

DEPOSITS

o
ALBUQUERQUE,

By C'ynthlu Grey.
I have JuRt examined three models
of the swelle.'t hats that Paris is going to give us for next fall and winter wear. And. oh dear! It would

SAVINGS

ON

Oi

43000010

.

W.

7

8
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DELIVERY BOYS
0 0 1 Q0210 n
4
Clifton
Two-bas- e
Summary:
hits Harmon, Diamond, Oraham, 2. Double
LOST A STRIKE
plays: Kunz to Clancy. Struck out
Crable 13. by Collins 1. by Harmon
5. Stolen bases Shay, Clancy- 2, Graham. McDonald, Daniels, Hughes.
Las Vegas. N. M., Sept. 3. Five
Sacrifice hits Shay, McIIue, Daniels, delivery boys employed by Graaf &
Hayward went on a strike .last night
because the proprietors of the store
reprimanded a negro dellveryman for
u uumtea tna in on in know
not doing his work promptly.
ooat th wonderful
"We'll sho wthem whether they
iMARVELWhirlingSprsv
the
talk to us like that.' 'declared
strikers; "We'll tie that grocery up
imv .yi on conven
11
ient. It clriw
good and tight, and they
be glad
utly.
to hire us over again."
Aba vanrrirtiirvlfltfnrlt '
today,
picketed
They
store
but
the
It fta cannot uilir the
when 9 o'clock rolled around, five
11
II V Y. I..
'DC no
wagons
for
otlir. hut IKtnlC llamn
husky young chaps drove the
'ikUxl.
UlilAlrMen
ft
out, loaded with groceries, and the
full n&rlicn'flr. ami rt,romma In.
mnaiilx tn laitiaa. MAUVKI. ( a.
strikers gave It up In disgust. They
are hunting for other jobs now.

Every Woman

LUNA, Prntirictit.

Vice IYesMcnt and Cashier.
WILLIAM MclNTOSH,

1

Plavers
AB.ILH. P. A. E.
Crittenden, ss . . . 4 0 1 1 1 i
Even the Invincible Hagerman
1
1
3
5
0 0
O'Brien, 2b
proved no horror for the Barelas
1
1
1
6
5 1
Brook, c
Grays
yesterday, when they went up
4
0 0 2 0 0
Daniels, cf
at
the Socorro phenomena
1 against
2
4
0 0 1
Barody, 3b
Gem City yesterday.
The score
Harmon ,rf. p... 3 1 2 0 3 0 the
7
8
to
in favor of the suburb
1
4
2
I 0 0 was
Hughes, If
by the river and the game went
2
0 0 10
I 1 down
Doran. lb
Innings.
ten
1
0 0
Collier, p
0 0 0
The Grays took the lead In the
Marques, rf .... 4 0 0 0 0 0 fifth
inning, making seven runs, and
making
the first perpendicular mark
5
9
24
35
Totals
to mar the score board. For four Innings the score board
had been
ALBUQUERQUE.
by two rows of zeros. The
Players
AB.K.H. P. A. E. adroned
In the
score
City
Gem
bunch
tied
the
1
4
0 eighth by hard hitting.
2
0 3
Kunz, 2b .
The ninth
1
1
4
2 Inning past
9
3
Shay, lb
again
and
there was
1
3
2
2
3
3
Clancy, ss
nothing doing In
score line on
Diamond, 2b ... 3 2 1 1 4 0 either side. Then the
came the tenth
4
0 2 0 0 u with a rabbit foot for the Grays. The
Oraham, If
0
0
0
4
McHugh, cf
0 0 attendance was large.
"Billy" MarKathhurn. 8b ... 4 0 0 2 0 2 tin, secretary of the Socorro county
0
4
2
0 1
Crable. p
association, umpired the game.
McDonald, c .... 4 0 2 11 3 1 fair
home this
The Grays returned
morning.
9 27 19
8
6
34
Totals

-

SI 50.000.00

W. 8. STKICKLElt,

CLIFTON'.

Score:
Albuq

ACCOMMODATION

OffkXTs and Directors:

Most Lovely.

1

1

PIlOPEIt

TO DEPOSITOIW EVERY

AND SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.

7
3
27 16
8.
37
Totals
Summary: Earned runs Clifton 2,
hits
Albuquerque 1. Two-bas- e
Bases on balls Off Harmon
2. Struck out by Harmon 7, by Oal2
gano 4. Stolen
bases Oalgano
Oraham, Rathburn. M'Donald, Brock
7,
Clifbases Albuquerque
Ieft 6.on Dougle
play Crittenden to
ton
O'Brien to Doran.

BARELAS ITSOCORRO

ItOT.

S.

THE

RATS

1

0

1

KFJTF.MnEIl

A. E.

AH. It. H. P. A. E.
b
5
3
4
8
4
3
5
5

TTKStvW,
WITH AMFII2 MEANS

ALBUQUERQUE.

rf
lb

CITIZEN.

u.

m.

PrMldral

Vie

Cublw

Aaalatant CMhlvr
Director

omroiTcmr

Authorised Capital
Paid Up Capital. 8orplu

I6O0.SM.M

I2M.00O.M
and Profit
Depository lor AtchlMi, Topeka 4 Santa F ilallwaj Company

On

O

A BANK FOR
ALL THE PEOPLE

ALL THE TIME
STATE NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE
2nd Bad Gaid

Thrills and Throngs!

2nd and Cold

Carnival and Confetti!

THE BIG FAIR

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

New Mexico's Twenty-Sevent- h
Annual
Territorial Fair Association

Wholesale Grocers

7 to 12 INCLUSIVE
OCTOBER
ALBUQ UERQUENKW" MEXICO
"FIGHTING
THE FLAMES"
At Coney Island First, White City Next, and at Denver Now
The Most Thrilling Spectacle or Today

Absolutely the s&me show, the same management! Presents a wonderful drama of metropolitan life. The fire alarm, an outburst of flames, thrilling rescues-A- ll
of the marvelous feats of a modern fire department Uses two streets and many buildings; two fire
engines, two hose wagons, one hook and ladder, one patrol wagon, one automobile, thirty-five- 7
firemen, ten policemen and ninety actors A city in itself. Also the
Hatcher-Russe- ll

Carnival Company

Ten Shows and Three Free Acts

The Biggest Carnival Week Ever Seen in
JAY A. HUBBS
Manager

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
OLD RELIABLE.

ESTABLISHED 1171

L. ff . PUTNEY
THE WHOLESALE

a Western City
ROY A. STAMM

f ROGER

FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carn.o tbo largest and

RAILWAY RATES. HALF FARE OR BETTER
J. A. WEINMAN
President

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

Most BzcIurIvo Stock or 8Ud1
In tbo Southwest.

Orwrir.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILROAD AVENUE.

ALBUQUERQUE!.

N. U

AJXjaxJOaX3aK)OaX3000OaW

Secretary

I Convenience - Comfort - Security
The telephone makes the
dalles lighter, the cures less
and the worries fewer.

rOU

MX

A

telephone
Hie
preservas
your health, prolong year Ufa
itnc
protects jour houio,

TELEPHONE

THE: COLORADO

IN

Yorit

HOMIt

TELEPHONE CO.

tvesd w. September

'ALBUQUERQUE

8. hmtx.

IN1

CUR

CARLO

EVENING

CITIZEN.

FAGK SEVEN.

1Y

CLASSIFIED APS

BE WIPED OUT BY NATIONS

Roosevelt Urged to Lead
Crusade Against Plague Spot of
Christendom Where Millions

President

THEY REACH MORE PEOPLE DAILY THAN YOU CAN SEE IN A MONTH

Are Gambled.
WANTED Good carpenters, waiters
and waitresses', also good cooks,
section foreman; good wages,

FOR RENT Light, airy
rooms for rooming or light
housekeeping.
All rooms opening
on the outside. Price, $1 per week
and up. Minneapolis House, E24
South Second. A, T. Dsvjre, Pro- prletor.
FOR
RENT Pleasant
furnished
room to lady in good health. 628
South Arno street.
ber
FOR RENT
of "rooms
furnished to suit tenant. Also five
room cottage nicely furnished, with
piano. Apply 110 East Coal
ed

V

tlollrarn's

Employment Agency
109 West Silver Ave
Phone 480
WANTED Hoys 14 to 16 years old
at the American Lumiber Co.
by
WANTED Position es clerk,
young woman with some experience and good references. Address
11R North Fourth street.
WANTED ? You caa get it through
this column.
WANTED Ladles desiring Millinery
at less than cost to call on Miss
Second street.
Crane, 612 North
Millinery and dressmaking parlors;
also apprentices wanted.
WANTED Situation. Outside work
by a young man who Is a hustler
and willing to work. Address Box
C. F. P.. care Citizen office.
WANTED Competent
woman for
cooking and part of housework,
good wages to the right person.
Apply between 1 and 4 p. m., at
Mrs. A. Rosenwald's, 71S Copper
nvemte.
Young man,
WANTED Situation.
23 years of age, desires permanent
position with a good reliable firm.
Have had three years' general office experience as bill clerk on a
typewriter and can furnish references' If desired.
Please address
Box C, L. L care Citizen office.

Any-num-

'

I

.

'

-

:.. .:
,

"

FOR RENT Pleasant, well furnish-e- d
front rooms, near business center;
rates reisonable.
Corner
Sixth and Railroad. Apply at rear.
FOR RENT A "few nicely' furnished
rooms, with use of bath, very reasonable: no Invalids. Hotel Craign,
Silver avenue, between First and
Second gtreets
FOR RENT More people who need
a house, a room or a ranch, will
see this ad today, than even a real
estate agent could Interview In a
long time.

llttfein

III

FOR SALE

modern
FOR
SALE Five-roohouse, most fashionable district In
city. Cheap If sold at once. B. N.
Citizen.
FOR SALE OR RENT A newly
built house, with 160 feet front
LOST
ground. Inquire 815 North Sixth
FOUND
street. Owner.
SALE;
A firet class unused
FOR
ticket to the City of Mexico and LOST Small lapea lazuli brooch set
with pearls. Return to this office
care
return.
Address "Ticket,"
and receive reward.
Citizen office.
LOST
An opportunity if you did not
FOR SALE Some people prefer to
use these columns.
pay 6 per cent agents commission
on their sale, others advertise In FOUND Through The Albuquerque
Citizen.
this column.
FOR KALE 102 Armijo Avenue, two FOUND Gold watch
chain and
houses; barn. etc. $2,000, $1,500,
charm. Owner can have same by
cash. B. O. T. Apply on premises.
proving property at this office
E. A. Cantrell.
STRAYED One sorrel msre. Brand-e- d
on left hip J. G. White feet
FOR SALE Half interest In estabv
lished poultry business.
and spot In forehead. Small sore
Poultry Yards. J. T. Harger,
on each side of neck. Finder reprop., 12th street and Mountain
turn to E. W. Fee. 602 South
First street.
road.
frame house,
FOR SALE
cellar, barn, shed, shade trees,
SALESMEN
vines, corner East Copper and Locust. $800. WOO cash. B. O. T. E.
avenue.
Armijo
A. Carrtrel, 102
WANTED SALESMAN $75 per week
and expenses. Staple specialty. Old
frame house,
FOR SALE
yard, out house, corestablished house. Permanent. High
ibarn, chlck-epriced men Investigate. References.
ner East and Cromwell, $1,000,
Frank R. Jennings, Sales Mgr., Chi$S0 cash, B. O. T. E. A. Cantrel.
cago.
102 ArmlJo avenue.
"
FOR
SALE Home made bread, WANTED Capaible salesman to cover New Mexico with staple line;
cake and pies, hot tamales, chile.
high commissions with $100 monthCall phone 104 5. 408 West Tljeras
ly advance. Permanent position to
avenue. Orders taken for Mexican
right man. Jess H. Smith Co., Delunches. Mrs. D. A." Austin- troit, Mich.
FOR SALE Special low" rates. To
Chicago, St. Louis and Kansas
City. One way or round trip tickets furnished in any part of the
NOTICE FOIt PUBLICATION.
United States. Low rates to Cali4
buy.
U
B
us
Moore's
See
fornia.
Department of rhe Interior, Land OfTicket Office. 11 S Central avenue.
fice at Santa Fe, N. M., August 20.
Member American Ticket Broker
1907.
Association.
Notice Is hereby given that Miguel
Lopez, of Old Albuquerque, N. M.,
I will mall you rre, to prove merit, has filed notice of his
to
samples of my Dr. Shoop's Restora-Mv- e, make final five year proofIntention
In support
and my Book on either Dyspep- of his claim, viz: Homestead Entry
sia, The Heart or The Kidneys. No. 9473, made May 25, 1906, for
Troubles of the Stomach, Heart or the
SWV4, Lots S and 4. Section
Kidneys are merely symptoms of a 7, Township 1 ON.. Range 6E.,
and
Don't make the that said proof will be made before
deeper aliment.
common error of treating symptoms Probate Clerk of Bernalillo County
nly. Symptom treatment Is treating at Albuquerque, N. M., on October b.
the result of your ailment, and not 1907.
He names the following witnesses
the cause. Weak Stomach nerves
prove his continuous residence upthe Inside nerves mean Stomach to
on,
and cultivation of, the land, vli;
always.
Heart,
the
And
weakness,
Frederlo Gallegos, Darlo Chavez,
and Kidneys as well, have their conWeaken Jose Lion Jaramlllo.
trolling or Inside nerves.
Venceslado
these nerves, and you Inevitably have Grlego, all of Albuqueraue. N M
MANUEL
organs.
Is
R.
where
Here
OTERO,
weak vital
Register.
Dr. Shoop's Restorative has made Hi
o
fame. No other remedy even claims
One pint mineral water cures and
Also
to treat the "inside nerves."
constipation. Ask your grofor bloating, biliousness, bad breath prevents
or complexion, use Dr. Shoop's Re- cer for It.
Write me today for samstorative.
ple and free Book. Dr. Shoop. Racine, Wis. The Restorative Is sold by
all dealers
i
m

and

Veranda of tlm Guinhllnz CilsIii o at Monte Carlo and tlK Prince of
Tilojiaco, who receives
JIKI. (()( a ye ar front lewecs of lite (mining: tables.
London, Sept. 3. Monte Carlo, the
Others, maddened by their losses,
most Immoral spot on the face of the take a run and a Jump anu drown
globe, with its unparalleled list of themeselves in the Mediterranean.
ruined lives, suicides and murders,
Murder? The taking of life In the
is to be wiped out. If the agitation frenzy of gambling Is by no means
against this plague spot of Christen- uncommon.
A quarrel at card- sdom now raging In England Is suc- shot a spurt of blood a break for
liberty and the game goes on, with
cessful.
against
Civilized sentiment
the new players substituted.
A murderer at Monte Carlo la usnotorious gambling den at Monte
Carlo has been Intensified by the ually afforded every opportunity to
murder of lime. Emma Levin by escape. Muruer trials are costly; be
t?lf" Vere Goold, brother of an Eng- sides, the notoriety 1b too great.
lish baronet, and his wife, who disCan these horrors be suppressed?
membered, her "body, "placed It In a
That Is the question which is now
trunk and carried it with .them to being widely agitated und discussed
In England.
France. They were arrested at
Ijcudcr Wanted.
The Gonitis had borrowed a large
suggested that Presi
has
been
It
amount of money from Mme. Levin dent Roosevelt take the Initiative
1b
on
gaming
It
and had lost
the
tables
righteous crusade, since Ameri
at Monte Carlo. She pressed them this
can plutocrats are as prominent at
for payment and Ihejr killed her.
the gaming tables as the aristocracy
On the same day on which this ul Europe.
ghastly crime was committed a
To compel the prlncs of Monaco to
young Englishman and the American close
the Monte Carlo casino would
girl whom he had married
ended require unanimous action on
the
They part of the great powers, and Eng
their liven at Castellamare.
were on their honeymoon and had lishmen who are starting the present
lost every cent they had at Monte rrovement are hopeful of being able
Carlo.
to secure this.
Twenty Sulfides a Day.
The prince of Monaco receives
gambling
When the
season Is at Its from the company
operating
the
height there are sometimes twenty Monte Carlo tables J40U.00O a year.
suicides a day at Monte Carlo.
with occasional bonuses declared
It Is no uncommon thing for a periodically on the extra earnings of
man but quite as often It is a wo- the Casino.
man to stake his last dollar on a
The next bonus to him will be
play, and then, having lost every- made in 1913, and if the present rate
thing, to step out upon the lawn and of profit muking Is maintained he
will receive $3,000,000.
end his life.
Hut what of that? Busy attendThe annual profits of the gamants, always on the lookout for such bling den are $6,000,000.
occurrences, rush out, seize the body,
The concession to the present com
and hustle it out of sight, and the pany has forty more years to run,
mad play goes on without a
but this fact does not disturb the
Europe
Interruption.
who declare
Nobody even takes time to look should not recognize any legal rights
out a window when a shot Is fired. of the company to continue the op
Everybody knows what It means.
eratlon of a plague spot.
Mar-seJUe- a.

mo-men- t't

ASSISTANT

DELEGATES NAMED
,FOR PKISOV CONGRESS.
Santa Fe. N. M., Sept. 3. Governor Curry has appointed the following as delegates from New Mexico
to the national prison congress, which
will meet In Chicago on September
14 to 19: Marion Littrell, superinof the territorial penitentendent
tiary; J. E. Wood, of Santa Fe; Mrs.
Antonio Joseph, of OJo Caliente;
Mrs. Frank W. Clancy, of Albuquerque, and Itev. E. McQueen Gray, of
Carlsbad. The national prison congress Is held for the purpose of discussing questions relating to prison
management and criminal laws, with
a view to their betterment, and alsa
for the purpose of obtaining the best
recognized methods of dealing with
a.11 classes of offenders.

ATTORNEY

GENERAL

IN CAPITAL

Santa Fe, N. M.. Sept. 2. A I ford
of Washington, D. 'C, first
assistant to Attorney General Bonaparte. Kpent part of yesterday In Santa Fe. He came here for the purpose
of consulting with Governor Curry,
United Spates Attorney W. H. H.
Llewellyn and Orinsby McHarg and
Peyton Gordon, special assistants to
Attorney General lionaparte. regarding land transactions and other otli-elmatters In New Mexico.
Mr. Cooley arrived here at noon
Sunday via the Atchison, Topeka t
Santa Fe railway, anil left yesterday
morning for Denver. Colo., over th
Denver & Hio Grande railroad. While
here he was a guest of Messrs. McHarg and Gordon at their apartments
in St. Vincent's sanitarium.
He said
his present trip was mainly one of
pleasure. However, he admitted that
business that h;iu
it was official
brought him to Santa Fe.
Assistant Attorney General Cooley
was an early raller yesterday morning upon Governor Curiv and remained In the executive office until
a few minutes before train time when
he made a hurried tour of inspection
if the tirst Hour of the capitol huild-tinHe was escorted to the r;illral
bv
Governor
station In a carriage
Cuiry and Major Llewellvn.
Coi.ley,

ul

g.

The Limit o: ;Jfe.
The most eminent medical selent-Its- ti
ara unanimous in the conclusion
that the generally accepted limitation ol human life Is many years below the dttainment possible with the
advanced knowledge of which the
race Is now possessed. The crl'leal
period, that determines Its duration,
seems to be between 60 and Oil; the
rroper care of the body durlner this
decade cannot be too strongly urged;
carelessness then being fatal to longevity. Nature's best helper af;er iiO
is Electric Hitters, the scientific tonic
medicine that revitalizes every orean
of the body, Guaranteed by all Jrnp.

g:t.

Eoc,

Bred-to-La-

E,

Bring us your jot wors. Prices
the very lowest and the work will
stand Inspection anywhere. Business
snd calling cirds a specialty.

'

j

",

Orgs.ni
Horses, Wagons and other Chattels,
also on SALARIES AND WARS
HOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as $1
Loans ar
and as high as $100.
private.
quickly mads and strictly
Tims: One month to on year (riven
possession
Goods remain in your
Our rates ara rea.sons.bls. Call an
see us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
'
Steamship tickets to and from
parts of the world.
Rooms t and 4, Grant Bids.
I0SH West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICII 8.
Open Evenings.

R.R.

Homeopathic

BOUGHTSOLO

TICKETS

EXCHANGED

AND

A$toelatlen

Look for the Label

Occidental UfO Tlnlldlng.
TelepJione, 886.

French Bakery Co.

DR. R. L. IfUST

nnoxsoN

rhystctans

and

DR. C. A. FRANK
Physician and Surgeon.
8 W. R. R. Ave Rooms 4 and 5 Barnett Building.
Office hours, 8 to 12, 2 to 5, and
to 8 p. m.

Wanted Ar Once, Servant Girl

TAILOR

I

geons. Over Vann's Drug Store.
Phone, Office and Res., 628.

I

New arrivals of finest Foreign Materials; handsome line in browns, the
leading shade for the coming season.
N. T. Armijo Building.

Offlei

ATLAS EMPLOYMENT
BUREAU
206 S. Second Street

L. C. GIELITZ

Sur

Coaranttto

1 1

AND REPAIRER
OKrtM FRONT, toe North riru

.

ruosactlon

ROSENFIEID'S,

E. Central

M9ST CLASS SHOKMAKKR

Rooms 6 A 7, N. T. Armijo Building.
&

202

Matteucci

Pa

Physician and Surgeon

HotneopaUklo

BREAD

Physician and Surgeon

iRS. Bitoxsox

CARDS

BUTTERNUT

W. M. SIIEIUDAX, M. D.

Pianos,

7

DENTISTS

Highland Livery
Saddle horses a specialty. Be
drivers In the city. Proprietors
"Sadie," the plcnlo wage.
BAMBROOK BROS.
Phone 606.
112 John Street

DR. J. E. KRAFT
Dental Surgery.
Rooms 2 and S, Bnrnett Building, 8c Tr-imr-rxOver O'JUclly's Drug store.
For the Next Ten Days
Appointments made by mail.
At Less Than Cost to Close Out
Phone 744.
Summer Stock.
MTSS C. P. CRANE.
Millinery and
Dressmaking
Parlor, 612
EDSICXD J. ALGER, D. D. 8.
North Second St.
Office hours, 9 a. m. to 12:80 p. m.
1:30 to 5 p. m.
Appointments made by mall.
Stamping Done to Order.
Materials for
306 West Central Ave.
Phone 456,

MILLINERY

Hats

ed

REAL

ESTATE

BARGAINS

FOR SALE.
acre
gtxxl garden
land and tliree-ruuabode house
$ 800
Tliree room house, fonr
Iota,
North
Fourth
reet
1,000
Three room house and
an acre of land, three
miles north of town..
400
Three room house,
complete, two
good horses, spring
wagon and one acre
of land
BOO
Six room house, West
New York avenue . . . 2,500
Six room house, West
Marquette avenue ... t,800
FOIt RENT.
Six
room brick house,
bath,
cellar,
Fourth
ward
$30.00
Apartments in Hope flats,
two to six rooms, modern conveniences, $fo to 20.00
Four room brick liou.se,
hath, cellar, Fourth ward 23.00
Seven room
brick house,
modern, furnished or unfurnished, close in.
Three rooms for lighthouse
keeping, clone In
15.00
Five room frame,
first
ward
20.00
Money to loon In sums
suit.
lo
A

m

FANCY DRY GOODS

LAWYERS

fur-nlslt- ed

A. Montoya
215

Wf

st

Gold

i.e.

I 'or an Impaired AiMtlte.
and
improve the appetite
To
strengthen the digestion try a few
doses of Chamberlain's Stomach and
Liver Tablets. Mr. J. H. Belt, of De-

R. W. D. BRYAN
Attorney at Law.
Office,

FANCY WORK

Mrs. M.

WOOL

E. W. DOBSOX

YY.

Attorney at Law.

IRA M. BOND
Attorney at Law.

MAUGEP

with Raube and Maugsr
Office, us North First St.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. U.

Alubqiicrque, N. M.

Altibquerquc, N. M.

224 W. Eoltf

Wilson

W. E.

First National Bank Building,

Office Cromwell Block,

C

L. TRIMBLE

& CO.

LTVERT. BALE, FEED AND
TRANSFER STABLES.
Horses and Mules Bought and Exchanged.

ucoj. luuimuuia in Trim ui 1 X
Second Street, between Railroad ana
Copper Avenue.

Pensions, Land Patents, Copyrights,
Caveats, Letter Patents, Trade
Marks, Claims.
32 F. street, N. M. Waaliington, D. O. ALBUQUERQUE

Don't Forget The

INSURANCE
B. A. SLEYSTER

PLANING

MILL

THE OLDEST MILL IN THE CITY.
When In need of sash, door,
etc Screen work a specialty.frame
461
douiu rirsc street. Telephone 403.

Thos. F. Keleber

Insurance, Real Estate, Notary
troit, Mich., says: "They restored my
I'ublic.
appetite when Impaired, relieved me
DEVOES READT PACVT
of a bloated feeling and caused a Rooms 12 and 14, Cromwell Block, One Gallon Covers 600 Square Fess.
pleasant and satisfactory movement
Albuquerque, N. M. Phone 130.
PALMETTO ROOF rAINT
of the bowels." Price 25 cents. SamStops Leaks. Lasts Five Tears.
ples free. All druggists.
A. E. WALKER

AD VER TISEMENTS

JAP-A-LA- C.

Fire Insurance.

408 Watt Railroad Awaaaa

TOTI A OR API
Secretary Mutual nulldlng Association
217 We Central Avenue.
Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Ha.
Grain and Fuel.
Fine Line of Imported Wines Liquor
M. L. SCIIUTT
and Cigars. Place your orders fe
this line with us.
Ileal EMate and Loans.
NORTH TH "U 8T.
Agent for the Travelers Inmirancc
Company, Ilirtforo, Conn., Life and
comiMiny
Accident. The strongest
THIRD
wTltlng accident Insurance
the
In
world.
210 South Second Sstreet.

STKEET

MISCELLANEOUS

Meat Market

Fresh and Salt kte- Steam Sausage Factory.
EMIL KLIKNWOItT
WILLIAM WALLACE M'CLELLAX
Uasonlo Building, North Tul-- a" Itrw
Justice of the Peace, Precinct
No, 12. Votary Public.
Collection.
THORNTON & CO.
Office 221 North Second Street.
EXPERT IK U SE CLEANERS.
Residence 723 North Fourth Street,
121 N. 3rd St.
Aluhqucrqiie, X. M.
g
Stove repairing,
and
up a Npcclnlty.
We hire only
exthe
help
In
niurtt
our
exficricuced
TIIOS. K. D. M ADDISON
press line.
Phone, Office 400. :: Res. 620.
Notary Public. '
Ali Kinds of

poli-shlu- g

A uttio want

ad runs around,

ARE READING

'
,

THIS ONE

never go,
And sees the people you'

Pe--

Furniture,

On

OUR

To show
I'll stop your pain tree.
you first before you spend a penny
vhat my Pink Pain Tablets can do, I
will mail you free, a Trial Package ut
them Dr. Snoop's Headache Tablets.

Neuralgia, Headache, Toothache.

MONEY to LOAN

BUSINESS

PHYSICIANS

llJ-m-1-

If you want anything on earth, you
it through the want columns
We get re-- :
it The Evening Citizen.
suits.

riod pains, etc.. are due alone to blood
eongton. Dr. Shoop's byHeadache
coaxing
Tablets simply kill pain
sway the unnatural blood pressure.
That s a.l. Adilres Dr. Shoop, Ha-- ;
Wis. Hold by all dealers.

LOANS.

,

Until the thing you want is
found.
It goes where you could:

jcii) get

personal property

DeWitt's Kidney ana Bladder Pills
are best for bnrkache and weak kid- nej J. .old by J. H. O'RIelly & Co.

State of Ohio, city or Toieao,
i.uoas County. ss.
Frank J. Chenncy makes oath that he
is siiilor partner of the firm of F. J.
Cheney
Co., doing business in the
City of Toledo. County and State aforesaid, and that sulci firm will pay the sum
of ONE lH'MiltKU DOLLARS for each
and every caHe of Catarrh that cannot
be cured by the use of Hall s Catarrh
IC

KHAN
J. CHRNKY.
Cure.
Sworn to before me and subscribed in
my presence, this 6th duy of December,
A. D. lNMj.
A. W. QLEASON,
Notary i'ublic.
(Seal.)
Hull s Catarrh Cure Is taken Internally
and acts directly on the blood and mucous surfaces of the system. Send for
testimonials free.
h j. CHENEY & CO., 1'rops .
Toledo, Ohio.
Taxe Hall's Family Pills for constipation

OPPORTUNITIES

WANTED

FOR RENT

dont know,

set-tin-

Office with W. B. ClilldcTs,
117

V(t f.old Avenue.
BONDERS,
FX DEI TAKER.

com

F. W. SPENCER

'

V
Architect.
Room 46 nnd 47, Harnett ItiilMiu
Albuquerque, V M. Phone &5V

,AV.

'.ccm

NEW AND
HOI SE ITRN1SHERS.
U; ItlV HOOE-UOl.- li
KMOMHI AND.
(.(Kills, 214
t.Ol.ll AVE.
ti. MIllsl N, MANAGER.
.

r.c.n

ALBUQUERQUE

F.ifiirr.

CITIZEN.

EVENING

TVESDAY. SKPTEMnF.lt

's
tal work done. This Is Ml
second year at the Wolcott
seminary.
Mrs. C O. Harrison and daughter
Miss Genevieve, returned
to their
home at Santa Fe this morning after
a visit of eight weeks duration In
Albuquerque to Mr. and Mrs. WarWe are taking orders for these
ren Graham.
little preserving Tomatoes.
F. W. Sharon, formerly deputy under A. A. Keen, land commissioner,
Is In Albuquerque from his Santa Fe
Only 5c per Pound.
home on business In the United
Statps court.
He will remain here
Also 25 pound boxes of the
for several days.
J. W. Sullivan, superintendent for large ones for canning.
the Pennsylvania Development company In the Hagan coal fields, was
In the city yesterday to counsel with
Col. W. S. Hopewell, one of the large MONARCH GROCERY CO.
owners of the Hagan property.
Phone 80, 307 W. Central
The Misses Marcle and Marguerite
Chadwlck left yesterday
for their
home In Kansas City after a pleasant
visit In Albuquerque to their brothers, Charles and Will Chadwlck, of
Chas. Chadwlck & Co.,
the well
known sheep brokerage company.
Dr. Mitchell Miller, an osteopathic
physlclnn of Las Vegas, was In Santa
Fe yesterday en route to Rosweil,
where he has been summoned as a AMKKKWX BLOCK.
witness In a case In the federal court
ci:miiLix)s lump,
of the fifth Judicial district.
D. D. Bronson, chief Inspector of
the forest service for New Mexico
and Arizona, with K. S. Chapman,
chief of operations in the service, Furnace,
will leave tonight on a three weeks'
Mixed,
tour of Inspection of the national forNut.
est reserves of Arizona.
B. H. Van Oot returned to Las CM0AV OAS (X)RE,
Vegas from an eastern trip and has
SMITHING COAL.
resigned his position at the New
NATIVE KINDLING.
Mexico Normal university and will
FOK CASH ONLY.
leave in a few davs for Indiana, Pa.,
where he has acceDted a position with
the Pennsylvania state normal.
Max Kalter, a clever salesman In
employ of Adolf Seligman at Santa
Fe, Is In Atbuquerque to consult a
TELEPHONE 91.
physician. Mr. Kalter has been growing very thin the past few months and
he fears that he contracted some malady that is not visible yet Is sapping his strength.

3. 1907.

Bnb-cock-

PERSONAL,

Tomatoes

PA K A O 11 A P II S

GOOD SCHOOL SHOES
'

more style, just a little better
Just aa little
good deal more wear for considerpay

I

Mexico.

Thomas Moran. the bookkeeper,
was a passenger for Domingo yester- -

able less money than you have to
somewhere else is what you get by buying
our children's shoes.
It is easy to convinca yourself. Just call
and examine our stock. A big assortment to
select from. Lace or button, Patent Kid, Vici
Kid or Box Calf, light medium or heavy
weight.

'

2

FOR BOYS

I

8

I to 2, $1.50 to 2.25;
$1.25 to $1.85;
to 5 12, $1.75 to $2.50
2

13,

2

THE

Reliance Electric Go.
never sends inexperienced
workmen on any of the jobs;
one of the members of the firm
always gives his personal attention to all work entrusted to his
care. Let us furnish you with
an estimate on any electrical
work you may have.
Phone

502 West Central

131

THE WAGNER

Plumbers

321-32-

3

Toledo, Ohio.
Mrs. O. N. Marron has returned

Central

Avenue

to

the city from spending the summer
at Berkley, Cal., where she was the
guest of Mrs. Marron's mother, Mrs.
Kalph Halloran.
Mrs. A. Rrochvogel and daughter,
family of the well known sheep raiser, of Quemado. N. M., were vlsitorJ
In the city yesterday.
A. O. YVaha. Inspector In the forest
service, who has been away on a two
months' trip In the Taos, Jemez and
Picon reserves, Is expected to arrive
in Albuquerque tonight.
M. R. Otero, register of the territorial land oftice at Santa Fe, returned to the Ancient City this
morning after having spent a couple
of days here with his family.
representing
C. P. Darroch,
the
Cuhlll-Swi- ft
Mfg. Co., of St. Louis.
Two
Is calling on trade in this city.
carloads of hardware from his firm
by
hardware
local
ordered
have been

Ave.

GO,

HARDWARE
W.

J. Hatm.i. a prominent citizen
of Sun Marcial, Is registered at Hotel

Mrs. Hen Hlbo, of Dibo, Valencia
county. Is In the city visiting and
shopping.
L. Uradi. of the firm of Totl &
iSradl, Is transacting
business In
Santa Fe today.
K. U. (Ynnier and wife, prominent
people of Silver City, are registered
at the Alvarado.
Bishop J. M. Kendrlck.
of
the
church, was a passenger
i Episcopal
for Santa Fe last night.
R. A. Avery, proprietor of the Al-- !
len Hotel of Magdalena, Is In
the
territorial metropolis on business.
The Indiana club will meet tonight
at the Grand Central
hotel. All
Hooslerg are requested to be present.
I. A. Dye, president of the Domingo Lumber company, went to Domingo this morning on train No. 10.
Mrs. C. D. Anderson,
of Salem,
of
Oregon, and a former resident
this city, has returned here to spend
winter.
the
gerteral merMoses Abouselman,
chant at Perea, has returned to his
home In the Jemei mountains after
a business visit to the city.
This morning's train No. 10 carried
three car loads of natives of Mexico
in route cast, where they are being
shipped for railroad work.
Mrs. S. C. Clark and Mrs. Gin
Olsen, popular people of Bernalillo,
were Albuquerque visitors over Sunday.
C. O. Cushman and family left last
evening for Council Grove, Kansas,
where they will spend a few weeks
visiting relatives.
H. D. Stevenson, of the Monarch
Grocery company, Is enjoying a visit
from his brother. A. C. Stevenson, of

II
to 2, $1.25 to $2.25;
lo II, $1.00 to $1.85;
21-to 6, $1.75 to $2.50

to

day- T.

Cralge.

FOR GIRLS
8

Hon, Sylvester
Mlrnbal, of S.in
Ilnfacl, Is In the city on business.
K. Mm'jtriiror, of Silver City, was
an Albuquerque visitor yesterday.
Mis Vrrn Ornhnm left this morning for nn outing on the Hlo Pecos
J. T. Mclaughlin, the mining man,
has returned from a business trip to

Tinners

10 South Second St.

(f liiittit
notice iiiiitl

JEWELER

Light

expense Good results. A car
load of them on the way. Come in

DIAMONDS ARE TRUMPS

ii;ntist

INCREASING IN VALCE STEADILY. 15 TO 20 PEIt CENT. WE
"Krgnbir us tlie Sun."
HAVE FIVE HCNDKE1 IK)IJbAJtS
Is an expression as old as the race. WOKT1I
OF SMAIjIj STONES WE
No doubt the rising and setting of WILL SELL AT IOWEll PRICES
the sun Is the most regular performCAN BE BOUGHT Ar
THEY
THAN
ance In the universe, unless It Is WHOLESALE.
the action of the liver and bowIs
VAXN JEWELRY CO.
when regulated with Dr. King's New-LifOne Door South of Drug Stonp.
Pills. Guaranteed by all druggists. 26c.
Our Box Calf shoos for boys are
as strong as It Is possible to make
a shoe. Only the stoutest materials
are used In their construction and
they are put together In such a way
thnt It Is nerf to impossible to wear
them out. They look neat and fit
to 5
13 V4 to 2 $1.80; 2'
well.
12.10.
C. May's Shoe Store, 3H
avenue.
West Central

mm
a ?u,.

ii n

&

AND FOR YOU

WANTS SCHOLARS
Best European and American

methodsclassical music

;

and a thorough musical
foundation for beginners
guaranteed. Gentleman.

Address: Teacher, care
Evening Citizen : : : t

W

zt

a
a

ill find it here.

1

fall and winter stock of

T

FOR YOUR EAR

99

HABERDASHER

H

this is the best to be obtained
.s!
$32.00 per suit try a suit

km. v

g
Clothing for

$18.00

to

o

Sam Peck's celebrated boys' clothing
the best on earth
$5.00 to $7.50 per suit

KB
ST

11

South
Second

We Have a Very Desirable Line of

M

pig

UTENSILS

SADDLERY
HARNESS

Fair

ItJttil Htirciwnro

H

MILLER

MINE AND MILL

HOME C0ME0RT

SUPPLIES;

Vt

H. B. Wallcnhorst, Prop.
207 West Gold
Phone 601

-

and

IMPLEMENTS

NATIONAL
aP---

and

WAGONS

t

STEEL RANGES
PLUMBERS

HEATING

WORKERS

STOVES
"XT

ENAMEL
Your Patronage Is Solicited
and Courteous Treatment
Assure i.

and

and

SHEET METAL

COOK STOVES

H
H

IS

COOKING

Wholewtile and

a

MARKET

. yQTWi

WARE

ENAMELED

At Best Possible Prices
Let Us Supply Yoxxt Needs for the

Every Thing in the
hM Meat Line First Class in
Quality
H
H
Best Prices Possible
a

a

E. L. Washburn Company

SW

NORTH FIRST STREET

Between Central and Coppar A vo..

E3
TTTKT

MEAT

Men's and Boy's

Clothing is almost complete
Men

115-11- 7

to

uumimimmimi a

3

Habit

Stein-Bloc- h

for

GARMENTS FIT FOR A KING

119 SOUTH SECOND

IN THE JEWELRY LINE
FINE WATCH Rt PAIRING

H

We are agents

I

Lense Grinding Done on Premises

::

xx

STEIN-BLOC-

109 North First St.

All Kinds ot Indian and Maxlean Goods. Yba Cbaapast
Plaea to bay Navajo Blankets and Maxlean Drawn Work
Mail Ordara Carefully and Promptly rillad.

C. G. PERRY,

CLOTHIER

First Class Groceries and Meats
323 South Second Phone 791

Railroad Avenue

Wutchcn, Jewelry, Cut GIuhn, Clocks, Silverware.
Invite your trade and Kiinrantce A Squure IV.jI.

Our new

BENNETT S CURIO STORE

Made by tailors of the world's best.
Chosen for their skill in style, fit and finish.
Vbne of the stale sameness of the ready-mad- e.
Cost of manufacture figured to a minimum.
jSbld at a price that the local tailor cannot touch.
Our guarantee is unconditional. Try us.

TEACHER OF PIANO

STOVES
RANGES

DIAMOND PALACE

Get the

The Central
Avenue Clothier

ALL THE TIME

THE

its new, snuffy clothing yon

OIlVlVll

ii west.

LDMM0R1 & COMPANY

If
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Dr. It. M. Williams
Has moved to rooms 24 and
25, Barnett Bldg.
Most modern
i4 electrical
equipment In South- 4

EVERY THING

coe

A Majestic Range is conducive

DLaniondx,

We don't know just how you
feel about it; but we can tell you
can't find any
cne ih:rjg-yc- u
better clothes than these; there
are none made.

W.H.HAHN&C0.

.

Willi

they make.

Exolaslva Opticians

1

to morality. No worry

clothes, because that's the kind

Glasses Consult us.
BEBBER OPTICAL CO.

Home

STOVE

That's the kind we sell; and
they're Hart Schaffner & Marx

WOOD

When you desire Absolute
Comfort In Properly Pitted

A

clothes you like to buy.

ANTHRACITE

Mrs. L. R. Bahcock, of Kelly, N.
the city accompanied by her
daughter, Miss May. who Is en route
to Denver, where she will enter the
Mrs.
Babcock
Wolcott seminary.
accompanied her daughter this far
on the journey ro as to be with her
here while she was having some den

Every

They cost that's the kind of

COAL

M., Is In

You
Will
Soon
Need

Clothes That Are Worth More Than

- -

e
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and

TINWARE

AMMUNITION

.
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401-40-
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SORTH FIRST STfiEET

